Red Clay Parent Assessment Survey Open Ended Comments:
What concerns do you have about testing, if any?
As long as the children are properly prepared and the parents have the chance to assist in the prep, I have no issues with more testing!
Smarter was not ready, we were not ready. The assessment was not just an assessment of knowledge but the ability of a student to utilize a
computer and move within the assessment. Teachers in readying students to work on the computer format were stressing students out in
the typing for the written portions, and students were feeling the stress coming form teachers as it related to their DPAS evaluations. In
elementary school the students care about their teachers and will work diligently to ensure that they make them proud. However, this was
an unknown test, which made everyone more worried, unnecessarily so if the state would understand that sometimes a student score isn't
related to a teachers ability to teach, or a student's ability to learn. The brain matures at its own rate, and some of the material we are
asking our children to master is not at a level that they, individually speaking, may be capable of at this current window of time.
The current testing that has them typing essay or short answers and they don't even have basic typing skills, so are they really being
assessed on their knowledge or their lack of typing skills as they become frustrated and shut down before giving complete answer. Also, for
the math questions that are requiring an explanation for the reasoning: How is this scored? If they get the math problem correct, but they
have faulty or poor written explanation, does the teacher/parent get a true picture of where the child struggled or does it get marked wrong
and assumed that they struggle with math in general, when it's more the English Language component.
It takes away from the time that could be in spent in class learning and being able to do better on the tests in the future. Teachers also have
to rush some lessons to stay on track and make up for lost class time due to testing
The more time spent on taking and prepping for tests, the less time there is for learning.
I think the kids should be assessed based on their classwork not thru testing. I think the testing brings on added anxiety and some children
simply do not test well and the assessments are an inaccurate way to judge a child's overall improvement.
Too much time is spent on what the tests cover and not enough time is spent on other subjects, such as science or history.
I am unsure the value of all of the testing. Are results truly bring used to aid the teachers and better educate my children? Last year's
Smarter Balabce practice testing was released too late got teachers to use that as prep. The extreme amount if money spent annually,
especially as tests change, would be better used to ensure schools have the right amount of units/teachers and supplies to help our children
grow
One concern is that teaching is tailored solely towards state and national tests, not to the individual students or even the class. The focus
tends to be on memorization learning, not critical thinking or how to learn/think. Another concern is that the testing is more about
evaluating teachers than anything else.
Parents are not alerted to test dates and have to rely on their young children to remember so adequate studying can take place at home.
We also do not have access to study materials.
Time taken away from teaching
Too much focus is put on doing well on the tests as opposed to learning the curriculum correctly
A child could be a great student, but when it comes to test can freeze up. I don't feel that a child should be judged on just their test scores
alone.
The test are not an accurate evaluation of what the child really knows. My child reads on a 3rd grade level in 1st grade and one of the test
had her referred to an outside agency for early literacy risk.
The state testing and how it is given ..more time should be spent learning and in classes instead of just testing kids...everyone learns and
tests differently ...the more time spent actually learning and having more class time instead of test time and conference time and I service
time would be much more beneficial to the positive retention and learning of children. Practice makes perfect not testing.
Taking away from teaching time, adds a lot of student anxiety
They give no measurable data on how students are actually doing from beginning of the year to the end of the year! It is a way for the state
to evaluate teachers based on poor decision making by the DOE to give a test at the end of the year. There is no pre‐test on smarter balance
so how do I know my child improved or declined? Then you go and compare teachers scores to their students from the previous year. How
is that going to work, they are completely different students.
Too much testing not enough teaching
The test anxiety that my children experience far too often
State testing: Interferes with class time learning. My oldest regards these tests as not important so sometimes doesn't put any thought into
his answers.
Not all children do well on tests. Tests shouldn't calculate the total score or majority score for children.
Time away for instruction. Particularly, time devoted to teaching for the test.
Too little time for instruction and processing of information
Too little time for instruction and processing of information
Too much preparation for test and not enough of good regular teaching.

It puts a lot of stress on the kids. I have 4 in Elementary right now. Twins in K, one in 2nd, and oldest in 5th. My two oldest haven't
complained too much, but it is a lot of work. As for the two in K, what's the point of all the testing? We practice things like how many
letters they can recognize in a minute. Why does it matter? It stresses them out and they are so worried about getting enough letters. As
long as they know their letters, why does it matter if they can spit out 40 in a minute? Same with first letter sounds. Also, all the testing I
see my oldest going through concerns me. If so much time is spent on testing and preparing for testing, that takes away time from actual
learning. What is the goal of all the testing? How are scores being used? We need more information.
used incorrectly
Not enough communication between teachers and parents
not all children test the same and it is most likely not accurate. my child does not test well, but does know most material.
I am worried that we are teaching to the tests too much and further behind other countries in education. No child left behind was a great
concept but the constant testing puts everyone behind.
Poor presentation of results to parents. Few descriptive statistics for proper interpretation. For instance, the standard deviation for the test
is not provided on Smarter Balance. If that information is not made available to parents, the scores are of little value in documenting
progress because it is impossible to put the scores in proper context. How can teachers or administrators do any better with interpretation?
Takes away from 'real' learning time! Don't learn anything from these tests. Teachers do not do anything different, your next year teacher
probably doesn't even see your score. You could be having a bad day, it's not a true representation of who you are.
stressful when there are multiple tests in 1 day
Stressful situation involving all the testing and having to achieve good standards to meet the goals of the school is overwhelming. Too many
back to back tests. Students lose interest and or desire to perform.
My concern is that the testing takes away from time they could be learning new material. The teachers need time to prepare the children
for testing. I was never a good test taker and I earned a Master's Degree. There is to much weight on the test. It is really apparent that the
schools with high levels of poverty do poorly on the tests. I believe there are better things that could be done to help children succeed than
taking a test. There are multiple types of learners. These tests are not designed to reflect this. (My response is in regards to state testing. I
believe there needs to be testing on materials learned in the classroom. The question here is vague. My mind went to the state testing but
you might be asking a general question here.)
That the standardized testing takes too much time out of classes, especially for those in AP and honors courses
The math curriculum is absolutely ridiculous. And causing way to much stress for the children.
No problem with testing. Problem with grading especially common core math when showing work and getting marked wrong.
Testing takes too much time away from teaching. Smarter Balance scores have not been used to inform instruction. Children, though not my
own become very stressed by high‐ stakes testing. They are a ridiculous way to judge teacher effectiveness.
It is too time consuming and takes away from valuable class time.
Be sure all test content is reviewed by teacher prior to the tests.
If results are even helpfyl or reflective of the students capabilities & capacities of knowledge or learning.
Value of it to teachers, students, and parents Time and resources devoted to testing ‐ too much
I am concerned that the smarter balance testing which I understand is longer really cannot give a good picture of a students abilities
especially if that child is not a good test taker. Why can everyday school work with homework and testing show a better picture of how
much a student has learned and there abilities. I think my child's teacher who sees them everyday can give a better picture than some rigid,
fits everybody test.
Too much weight is given to the testing. My straight A student was in danger of being held back because of a poor grade on a DCAS test.
Thankfully he brought the grade up in the spring but it would have been ridiculous to hold him back due to one test. As the teacher
explained to me, that is what would have happened.
The ideal of testing is true but too many destroy the spontaneity of a good teacher
Teachers have no considerations for the fact that students have other classes outside their's. It would be nice if teachers could collaborate
with each other and spread out their assessments so students are preparing for 4 big tests on the same night. In addition, I find it poor
planning on the part of the teacher to cram a bunch of tests in at the of the marking period.
I am concerned about teaching for the sake of testing . At such an early age, a bad test score /a bad day, could set‐up a child for low
confidence and low expectations and 'label' a child as something he is not. Label an average child 'gifted and talented' and that child will
rise to the occasion. Is the test for the child or the school or something else? I do not agree with testing children at an early age when they
are still learning the basics and improving their skills. The emphasis in young children should be to practice learning skills which in turn will
build confidence and promote enjoyment of school and learning. Give them more opportunities for early success. The current assessment
tests are too broad and compare young children with other children in their class who may be much older. I don't believe the test results
are indicative of the school, the students or the teachers or reality. I am not sure what certain tests are and what the results mean but I am
baffled that an entire school or class could score so low and not meet the standards in the Smarter Balance State Tests etc. Does that mean
that the majority of the school and its students have no pulse? How is that possible? Maybe we need to re‐evaluate the tests we give
students and the people drafting these tests? Start with the basics and then build on that.

1 ‐ Amount of time spent on standardized testing and Smarter Balance, so much instructional time is lost due to test prep and administering
tests. 2 ‐ Smarter Balance seems to be subjective in some aspects, based on the individual scoring the test. 3 ‐ SB and other standarized tests
are extremely time consuming and stressful for students. We are creating students filled with anxiety ‐ it seems the focus is always on
standardized tests when it should be on letting teachers teach material and test accordingly. 4‐ Standardized testing should not be linked to
teacher accountability. Not all students test well, even if they have had amazing teachers.
I don't approve tests as a tool for categorizing my child as he is an individual and may not do well in testing that may affect determining
what his true abilities are an not what shows up on some test. I believe that his teacher is really the only one that counts and the testing
that she gives to her class for her to gather the proper and true information regarding my child and is personally invested in his learning and
determining where he stands regarding his abilities and an accurate assessment of what his needs are and what his strength areas are and
what he needs to work on to be successful.
Do the teachers have enough time to teach?
Teachers seem very frustrated that they are spending a lot of time working on district initiatives, IE Dibels. They want to do more teaching
lessons & activities with the students that they find value in, but no longer have any opportunities or time to do this.
I feel that there is too much testing, and that the cost of the testing would be better spent on programs in the classroom.
We have to teach our students how to test, we need to teach our students what they need to know. Students in our school come at e very
low level, with very little prior knowledge, but they are expected to do the same work as students who come in to school with the previous
knowledge needed to be more successful.
None
It puts the students in a lull and stops the learning momentum. Young minds need to keep a pace of interest in what they are learning, these
standardized tests halt that momentum. Also they hear what is being said in the media and in their households, that a lot of adults are tired
of so much testing
My concern is that the test are 70% of the grade. Our son is an excellent student but if he does bad on a test his whole grade comes down . I
think the percentage needs to change or have more than 2 summative a marking period
Weekly tests are almost nonexistent, and even bi‐weekly tests are becoming rare. Don't think student retention is emphasized enough.
Teachers teach to the big annual test and it stresses my children out severely. If we could opt out I woild
Not enough time to finish, some students feel rushed and the disappointed when they do not well on the test.
Not enough extra help when the student asks for it
What type of test will be there? And when it will be there ? Can we make child practice for the test
Smarter balance is not beneficial.
I prefer teacher feedback on progress and less standardized testing.
They are just taking tests. They are not learning what is important
How do they help the teachers to teach my children?
She needs Special Ed.
no these test in the future label my child as being mental unready
Some of the tests don't have a lot of questions so if my children get one or two wrong, it affects there grade a lot. I would like to see more
questions on some of the test.
My son experiences some performance anxiety, and sometimes doesn't test well.
If they are given enough time
My child is in first grade, so as far as I can tell he hasn't been given any tests since DIBELS. If he was given assessments, they have not been
shared with my family. That said, I didn't even know when he was receiving DIBELS testing in his Kindergarten year, which I did not agree
with. We should have been told every time he was assessed.
sometimes she don't understand the question
need more time, take him longer to process
She is having a hard time reading and comprehending
There is so much focus on the testing results as a apposed to what they have truly learned through out the sxhool year
Time spent reviewing for testing away from teaching.
Too much time taken away from actual learning!
The focus on standardized testing seems to distract from core course work.
I don't understand why theres so many test used to measure the same thing, ie. Smarter balance, star, dibbles, dcasâ€¦â€¦â€¦ I was
presented with at least 3 different scores, to determine her reading level at my daughters confrence. I don't think its necessary why can't
the results of one be enough?

It's taking valuable lessons out and only being taught how to take a test and what to know for a test.
Time spent testing and preparing for standardized tests is time taken away from learning. We should be focusing on social studies, arts and
other creative aspects of the whole person, not just on math, science and English.
I am concerned about the national testing. Not the tests that teachers give. Too much time is spent on reviewing for the national tests. I
would rather see my children learning new things rather than reviewing things they already know so that the schools and districts show
higher test scores. Stop reviewing and teach them something new please.
Stress to my child, as well as the potential to inaccurately assess my child's academic capabilities.
Not an accurate assessment of child's ablitilities, especially if she isn't familiar with testing (e.g., not understanding directions, time limits)
My concerns lie with the smarter balance/dcas testing and more specifically with the preparation that seems to take away from teaching the
prescribed curriculum. I feel like the 3rd MP is lost becuase there is so much prep going on. Also, as a parent, I would like to know more
about how my child's performance on the tests will influence his upcoming academic year. Not sure why so much time is dedicated to these
tests when it really doesn't seem to influence my child's opportunities in the school system.
They are tested along with the state test plus all the homework
My child is an erratic tester. He can be in the the top 10% or the 55th percentile on the same test just depending on his confidence the day
of the test. It isn't fair to hold the teachers accountable for such variances. There should be some way to analyze why students test poorly
and identify individualized corrective measures. I've searched all of the learning centers and the UD for something that will help.
Valuable time taken away from learning
Some children are not test takers But it doesn't mean they don't understand what they were taught
I feel that juniors and seniors already taking the SATs & ACTs in addition to their classroom summative evaluations and any AP tests are
tested more than enough. The district should be able to extract whatever data they require from these.
That teachers are teaching so the students just do well in the tests.
I do not feel Smarter Balanced it is an effective standardized test because it will not deliver the quality information that it claims it will
provide. It is my right and duty as a parent to provide my children with the best possible educational outcomes, and from both my
perspectives as a parent and as a school educator, I feel the Smarter Balanced is a poorly designed, unreliable measurement. I do not think it
is properly aligned with grade level state standards, and I think the test questions are complicated and unclear. I am frustrated with the
number of standardized tests, the pressure to perform on these tests and the lost learning time. Classroom time that spent instructing the
children how to take/pass the tests is not time well‐spent. One 3rd grade teacher noted that out of 20 days in school, 16 days were involved
in practice testing or in preparing the children for the test.
Teachers taking away from other subjects to "prep" for the test.
That it grades much heavier than the rest of the school work. One test can make or break a student's marking period grade.
Tests are not a true reflection of a students intelligence. Other factors play a role in how well someone performs on a test.
Not every child tests the same so testing does not account for anxiety, rushing, and so on. Since the Smarter Balance adjusts to your child's
correct answers not sure if that is really a fair assessment. I have one great test taker and another who does not read everything through.
So is this measure truly represent their knowledge?
It's not individualized to the child or the class and makes the teacher focus on just teaching and preparing the kids for the tests
It's not individualized to the child or the class and makes the teacher focus on just teaching and preparing the kids for the tests
Too much time in preparation as opposed to learning time
Testing takes away from student learning. A lot of pressure are put on students to perform well and as a result some students perform
poorly.
There are too many standardized test and they are too long. Teachers teach to the tests instead of teaching the things they should be
learning.
POP QUIZ
Too much time out of the classroom not spent learning, delay in state test results does not help student learning or instructional practices,
administrative cost for little value added,
I don't think all this state testing represents the student, only helps the schools. Some children are not good testers and lose concentration.
If a teacher is good and what he or she teaches, it will show in the class not on a state test
The weighting of a test seems to be to high at times and with certain teachers. Also, for my stundent the teachers that offer the ability to re‐
take a test of show that they understand a concept through other resouces should be given some credit even if it's half. You have great
teachers at Conrad that allow that and others that don't bother to give students that opportunity.
Too much pressure to do well on test.
Testing is tool not method.
I feel that the teachers spent too much time teach about what is on these test and the children are not learning anything of value!
That the need for and objective of the test be very clear and that education does not focus on my child's ability to do well on the test but
rather to learn what he needs to do well in the world.

The legitimacy of the tests, the focus on testing outcomes over learning and ability to apply what has been learned. The negative impact on
differentiation, creativity and concern for the student and student development.
The new tests put a lot of stress on students and teachers I don't have an issue if the tests actually measure usable benchmarks to improve
education but if it's testing on items that don't apply to what is applied that will support the students future it's a waste of time.
That testing is the end goal rather than a tool to assess placement and progress
Although the amount of testing does not seem excessive, I do worry that teachers might feel compelled to "teach the test" rather than have
constructive, interactive, teaching moments in the classroom.
Too much! SMI, SRI, Smarter Balance, DCAS...find one system that works and collect your data from that alone!!
Tests are given too frequently without giving the child time to absorb and learn the information. The students are pushed through the
subject material too quickly. My children are doing 3‐4 hours of work/studying per night on top of extra curricular activities. It is too much
and the results are my children are stressed!!
Testing results need to be tied to an improvement path for each student.
It is taking away time from learning and also adds to many children's anxiety, my child included. My daughter took the smarter balance test
last year and she was so upset the entire week of testing. I have never seen her that anxious or upset. That surely influenced how she
performed on this test, so is that really a good measure of what she knows and understands if she is anxious while taking the test?
The district spends too much time on testing and the students do not spend enough time on interactive activities and field trips. Students
learn best in a 'hands on" environment ‐‐ let them learn through play and activity.
My concern is that the students are being taught to the test, which has no value in the long run. Testing is also not a proper gauge of how
well the student is grasping the lessons or how well the teacher is presenting the information. I also don't care about where my children fall
compared to their peers. They are individuals ‐ not part of a herd of cattle.
Tests that don't give feedback on student progress toward goals should be eliminated.
In math, the electronically‐taken tests have been challenging for my 7th grader...navigating the technology has ended up costing her
valuable time.
I'm more concerned about the type of test and less about the number of tests. I also have concerns that teachers are forced to teach
specifically to the test material rather than teaching students how to think, reason, and problem solve on their own. I am not a fan of
common core and I think we are wasting the talents of some very good teachers by associating their performance (and frankly, school
funding) to these tests.
There doesnt need to be that much testing. Beginning and end of the year is sufficient. Let the teachers teach instead of stand around and
test.
I am not a fan of "teaching to the test" as if the test was the ultimate standard of learning. A test should reflect the learning & application of
concepts taught in the classroom with feedback given to students so they can learn from the test itself. Exams in and of themselves are not
useful learning tools. They are assessments only for the teacher's use if there is no feedback, opportunity to learn from mistakes, or
discussion. Standardized test content should be considered and incorporated into the scope & sequence of the curriculum & course work
designed for students without being a "stand alone" goal of its own. It is my opinion that the individual school administrators are
responsible to ensure the accountability & effectiveness of the teaching staff to the scope & objectives of that content ‐ not the
standardized test. Relying on the standardized testing results to assess teachers is an abdication of school leadership, in my opinion.
Our kids don't enjoy learning when they are just being drilled on "the next test". There is too much pressure to get good grades instead of
enjoying to learn.
The children spend time preparing in the class then taking these tests. They are done at least twice a year. One week of preparing then one
week of testing at twice a year is six weeks out of their education. It should be spent on teaching not testing. Also with all the focus on
testing it creates unnecessary stress on the kids.
That they will reflect on their marking period grade or hold them back in the future.
Smarter Balance testing took too much time and was exhausting for kids to test MOST of the day. DCAS was a much shorter duration test
and our family did not mind that.
We must assess to guide instruction. Are teachers using the data to do this? This is not always the case. Testing must be meaningful to be
worth all of the time that it consumes. In addition, teachers need to be well trained to create their own assessments and many have not.
To alleviate some of the testing pressures the district mandated common assessments can have a dual purpose‐ they can also be the
midterm and final exam. In a perfect world, since the SAT has changed and is testing the CCSS and is very similar to the SBAC, it should take
the place of the state assessment. In addition, for some students "meeting the standard" is not always possible. If a child shows growth,
that is what should matter.
Too much time giving practice tests; students being kept from recess to finish tests; too much emphasis put on tests (to the students).
children training to take tests instead of learning critical thinking skills. common core is also a detriment to learning.
All students should have enough time to complete classroom assessments. After all, you are assessing knowledge of content not speed. I
know SATs are times but classroom assessments should be completed to monitor knowledge accurately.
Spending more time learning how to take the tests than they are on actual material.
My concern is that too much focus is on testing and not enough on the skills to apply the information and the joy of learning. Too much
focus on numbers. Embrace the Finnish model and teach kids to "learn how to learn" instead of learning how to test.

The amount of testing has caused much distress to my children over the years. Crying, trouble sleeping, and afraid of not doing well has
caused my youngest child to make herself sick with worry. This is a big concern for me!
Standardized testing happens much too often. A lot of pressure is put on the students to do well.
Although my child hasn't expressed concerns (he seems to accept all of the testing as the norm), it seems like he's constantly taking quizzes
and tests. I understand that regular assessment of student learning is important, but is there enough variety in the forms of assessment?
I'm not sure yet whether I agree or disagree with statewide testing (the types, amount, etc.). My son is a good student and doesn't (yet)
express any test anxiety, so I haven't been presented with an immediate, very concerning reason to be against them. Yet, as an educator
myself, I am worried about the changing landscape of education. To the students themselves, it's becoming less about exploration and
personal growth and more about completing a series of steps to reach a goal. I worry that so much testing‐based assessment is part of why
that is happening.
Require notes to home related to topics for the tests going on in advance for better practice
My third grader (currently a 4th grader) spent most of last year practicing taking the smarter balance test. In addition it seemed as if the
teachers formed their curricula around the test material. Not acceptable! What's even worse is the test scores are received the following
year. Not sure how that benefits the teachers or the students.
Teachers tied to curriculum that will achieve certain test results .
At the first parent teacher conference in first grade the teacher commented on preparing for standardized tests taken in 3rd grade.
Takes away from learning
It seems like there are too many‐‐wastes instructional time. But I don't feel strongly.
Too many tests completed in short period of time. My children have at least one assessment a week, not including regular classroom tests
for things they are learning.
I do not believe they (state testing) provide accurate representation of educational level or teaching ability. At times, for state testing, it
appears the "test" is being taught only.
1. Tests do not necessarily represent all that my child can do academically. 2. State tests are not differentiated to meet the needs of all
students. 3. All of these tests are taking away from actual instructional time.
Teaching to the test is becoming the norm. The amount of tests the kids are given each year is ridiculous.
I think the students learn too much about what is on the standardized tests and not necessarily what is age appropriate. They also have to
learn things at a very fast pace which is not fair to all students.
Teaching to a test and not to life skills!
Too many tests. Testing has changed several times since my oldest started school 14 years ago. Teachers don't see my chlld's test results.
Some of the tests do not seem to result in demonstrating what my child really can do. Both of my children are very test anxious and try
their best. As a result, they take their time, which leads to burn out. Why are the students being given assessments in March, when the
school year is not over until June? They still have almost a whole marking term left to learn. Some of the reading test do not seem to test
the standards that they are supposed to be learning.
Tests are too long for the age of the children. Learning in the classroom is focused on passing the test, not learning the grade curriculum and
enjoying learning. This makes it difficult for the good, creative teachers to provide an engaging learning environment. Test scores for
Smarter Balance came back much too late. Also good explanations of SRI, math tests, DCAS, Smarter balance, etc. are not provided for the
parents. We often don't see the scores, or even know our kids have been tested. Also, it's fine to compare Smarter Balance test scores
among schools, but if they're all very low percentiles, is it still acceptable to have the highest scores in the district. This is off‐subject, but if
all of the city schools will be included in Red Clay, I certainly hope that the comparison of test scores between different school districts will
not continue.
Teachers are no longer able to be creative in their classrooms...everything is based on the tests and prepping the students for the tests. The
results of the tests don't even come out until summer or the beginning of the following school year...which is completely useless if you are
using these tests as a way to measure teacher effectiveness. By the time the results come out, the student has moved on to another
teacher or even another school.
Testing at the Kindergarten level adds unnecessary stress and anxiety during a time when kids are already nervous and trying to acclimate.
For older grades, common core testing forces everyone to a minimum standard and slows down the overall process for everyone. I
understand why it's used and needed, I just don't agree with it and will choose to opt out if possible.
For my children, both have anxiety. So for the few days before testing both are in a panic state.
My child is too young for testing
I'm not always made aware of what tests are happening when and what these tests hope to achieve.
Teachers are teaching for the test and the quantity of test reduces active learning time.
the pressure of a test on a kid and how it may impact results. Some kids may do better with an oral test vs written.
My concern is with the state and national tests. Not the middle school tests given by the teachers. Those tests are appropriate to what he
is learning. I also find them challenging and not too easy. The Smarter Balance test that was a lot of pressure and lasted at least three days
last year did not provide me or my child useful information. We didn't get the results until October either.

Teachers are forced to teach the test instead of a rounded and genuine curriculum. Students worry about passing tests instead of how
learning will benefit their lives. Students are forced to learn 'test specific' information instead of what is current and relevant. The ultimate
test is if they pass there class and grade.. What happened to that? Oh yeah we just advance them anyway so we don't hurt their feelings.
I have faith in the system and believe individuals who know a lot about education have constructed Common Core and Smarter Balance to
set up our children for long term success. However when I hear teachers express concern for the amount of time spent preparing and
practicing for standardized tests I worry. My kids complain that the computers used for testing don't work well and they waste a lot of time
getting kicked out/start testing later than their peers and that is not acceptable.
They are not teaching how to get the correct answer but to memorize the correct answer. So they cannot duplicate it in a real world
environment.
As long as students are well prepared, I have no major concerns.
Too much testing! Some testing is useful however Red Clay needs to scale back the testing.
I assume that you mean school‐wide larger scale assessments. I think there should be no more than one week of school wide assessments
(and three days would be better). There should be no preparation for the test. If the teachers are using best educational practices, the
students will be prepared. My greatest concern about the actual test is the requirement to be able to type fluently. Our students are not
given much opportunity to practice at school, and we have never been encouraged to do assignments at home that incorporate keyboarding
for a final product. The students do search the Internet, but that does not come close to composing paragraphs or essays under time
pressure. Also the students do not have much writing stamina. Last year in fifth grade they wrote only a few essays (maybe fewer than four).
Each of these took many weeks with original composition, revising, and editing taking place many days apart. That does not help students
build fluency in composition or writing stamina. My concern is that the testing is really evaluating our students keyboarding skills and not
their written communication.
Too much classroom time spent on preparing for the testing and only being taught for the test.
I don't feel testing is helpful. Some children feel anxious, nervous, feel that they don't know what they're doing. They can't determine a
child's intellect. Some do very well, what happens to those that dont do well on them and they are smart. A test does not determine that in
my opinion.
My son has not had much testing being he is in 1st grade, but I have heard from other parents/teachers too much time is spent away from
regular studies and spent on preparation for state mandated testing/
Too much stress on children, taking away from actual learning, causes children to dislike school
I am not convinced ‐‐ and some studies are showing ‐‐ that the volume of testing actual improves learning. I have also not seen any changes
in instruction as a result of my children's test scores. When they are above standard, I don't think the instruction becomes more
challenging. When below, I'm not seeing a lot of additional support. If the test does not improve learning and does not change instruction,
why are we doing it?
I don't know that it gives an accurate picture of a child's knowledge. For example, my daughter is great at memorizing things for a test, but
doesn't necessarily always grasp the concepts behind it, which you wouldn't know from this. Whereas I'm sure there are others who panic
while testing but completely get the material. It's just tough to gauge and not necessarily good prep for the "real world."
My kids spend more time studying for tests just to forget the content after the tests...then just learning. Learning isn't fun according to my
kids. So much stress is keeping them up at night and working all night long on homework and studing. they are A ‐ B students.
Very rarely see test results in a timely manner....weeks go by.
it puts the focus on how well my child(ren) can take a test, not on whether or not they are learning and mastering skills. The standardized
tests do not take into account the individuality of the way each child learns.
Concerned about the Smarter Balanced Testing ‐ the length of time, the additional stress put on students for such a rigorous test
Atmosphere during testing. Is it quiet, do the kids have any distractions that may cause them to loose focus on the test.
Atmosphere during testing. Is it quiet, do the kids have any distractions that may cause them to loose focus on the test.
That I was not made aware of the extent of the testing that was going to be performed only 2 weeks into the school year for a
Kindergartner. I think more information should have been sent home over the summer for rising Kindergartners in order to help prepare the
children and parents!
It is just used to identify low functioning kids and intervene, but not help provide other kids with supplemental enrichment.
I feel something is wrong with my grandson's learning and I feel that the school does not see anything I do he is delayed
The amount of time that is spent during the school year administering the various tests instead of teaching the curriculum our students
need to learn. Its almost that we teach to the test, not to the standard of basic learning. Also, the amount of testing that occurs for an
extended period of time for the younger grades, and the stress it puts ALL of the students under.
Teaching to prepare them solely for taking/passing on state tests is not teaching. All of these tests and common core nonsense isn't
teaching our children how to think critically. You're doing a disservice to all the children in Red Clay by blindly following the Common Core
methodology.
I feel that children need to be instructed on how to think and process information. Not trained to score high on standardized test.
Too much testing not enough actual learning. Summative grades weigh too much.
Not enough information about the tests, the results of the tests and how our child is measured individually or against their peers

Too much class time wasted. Tests stress out the kids. Not suitable for special ed kids.
Smarter balance tests are taking lot of time and tricky to answer.
I would not want teachers to get diverted from teaching by over testing and concentrating or focusing on the tests only.
Teachers have to teach to the test and don't have as much wiggle room for anything other than what's on the test.
The children have no reference point as they know no other option
Most of my 8th graders year is spent learning how best to take the tests, NOT actually learning important material.
Concerned that teachers "teach to the test," that so much time is spent on actual testing, and that the standardized tests are not a good
indication of classroom learning in general.
I do not know exactly how many and what type of tests are being administered.
It seems to take away from time that should be spent on learning.
A lot of testing with little feedback on what areas need improvement. Most results are at the end of the year.
Seems my does great in school but not in the test.
The number of tests at the elementary level seems excessive, but that's because I don't fully understand how the tests differ. I have sat
through conferences where tests like DIBELS, Scott Forsman, etc are mentioned and I assume they measure different things, but that's not
always made clear. If I better understood how the tests differ or are unique, it would make more sense.
The teaches need to spend their time teaching for a test instead of making the most of teaching. And the tests may not give accurate
accounts for what is actually learned because sometimes the testing process is so different than how kids are learning that they don't
complete it accurately. (Ex: the tests are completed on computers whereas daily schoolwork is not therefore this is very difficult and
stressful to some children just to complete it in that manor.)
Test anxiety for my children. Teachers, school principals, and district administrators who put too much emphasis on testing. Kids are more
than a test score, but that's all that seems to matter to schools. My daughter has straight A's in her 5th grade classes, but will come in well
below standard on Smarter. They don't accurately show who she is or what she can do. She works extremely hard and is smart, but not a
good tester. It's not fair to her that pathways in her future will be determined by a test. There is too much pressure on teachers to teach to
the test as opposed to truly engaging students. There is too much time taken away from instruction for testing and test prep activities. I
have had teachers tell me directly they no longer teach their most engaging units because of test preparation. My oldest son's English
teacher told me that she can't teach a novel this year because of the new ELA books that are supposed to help kids do better on the test.
Teacher evaluation based on test scores. How is that fair? Moreover, new tests DO NOT tell us anything new or useful. After millions of
dollars spent on building these new tests, the same kids struggle and the same kids do well. The same schools are under review. What if we
used those dollars to build better schools and to actually provide a better education for our kids?
That it takes away time spent learning.
I would prefer more time be spent on lessons than excessive state and district testing.
test anxienty
Making sure it helps them learns and not just taking tests for measurement. Too many standardize tests!!!
I would like to see more questions in the quizzes given. A four question quiz does not leave a lot of room for error. This while effective in
gauging the student's learning curve discourages them easily.
The stress level of the Smarter Balanced, and the amount of time spent focused on it did feel remarkable.
None
I think there are too many standardized tests. There should only be one per year or a pre and post test.
The Level of anxiety in my son that comes with testing . Last year (4th grade) the teacher out pressure on students regarding standardized
testing....I have not seen this in grade 5
Is the testing focused on helping the child actually learn and think for himself/herself? Or is it to meet a state or federal guideline? In my
view the more personal the test is (from the teacher's perspective who knows the child best) as opposed to a generic state or federal
standard, the better.
Wow, this question really opens the door . . . 1. Less instruction time 2. Massive anxiety in my children 3. These test are no different than
the California Achievement tests I used to take as a kid once per year ‐ they don't accurately measure what kids know. Instead they just
make kids feel bad. 4. Teachers are forced to teach so their kids learn what's on the test rather than what is really needed. 5. I am
concerned that schools/teachers/administrators are unfairly "assessed" or "held accountable" by the results of these tests. 6. While I'm not
sure how common core factors in here, but I am concerned that common core learning (particularly what I have seen in mathematics) does
more to confuse kids ‐ for example +1 addition is just silly! 7. These tests are taken on computers which have proven to be difficult "tools"
during testing ‐ for example, in a reading comprehension test question, the ability to "refer back" to the text to answer a question is often
difficult for younger children . . . they get confused! 8. There is no ability to "show work" in ways that demonstrate what children's ability
really is ‐ eg. is this just a silly mistake because you accidentally dropped a negative sign, but you did the majority of the problem correctly?
Plus, many more concerns . . .
It seems that there are far too many assessments that then cut into time for actual learning.

Nerves. Makes them nervous and they feel like they perform less well because of it.
Complaints that the teacher is too busy testing other groups when he has questions about assignments and they are punished/
reprimanded if they interrupt so he completes very little in class work.
Teachers teach the tests, and not the students.
That the curriculum has become about teaching to prepare for the testing. Teachers focus have been stolen away from the classroom to
help higher ups gather information about how to improve things.
Taking time out of learning and stress on older students.
Takes time away from teaching the children.
Anxiety. Length of test
too much emphasis placed on testing results
Some kids do not perform well under pressure. I don't feel that testing a child on paper shows their true potential. Most kids do better with
hands on learning ‐ rather than filling in bubble sheets for hours,
Lack of test for profoundly gifted child. Keep them unchallenged and academically lazy without being timely identified for several years.
I feel the standardized testing can take away focus from true learning
They do not provide the entire picture. Also, students get stressed about them and they may not accurately reflect their ability. Then the
teachers are penalized if the students don't test well.
In my opinion I think too much time is spent on what's on the test then what they should be learning.
Only worried about teaching what is tested. I fear our children are missing out on "fringe" and more subjective subject areas like art, etc.
None
Online testing for second graders. It should be written.
The amount of time taken away from actual teaching/learning, and the time spent teaching/learning toward the test to improve results.
whem my child takes the state test, it means nothing to her. Yet, teachers teach to the test and the test takes a long time and is stressful to
many children. Why are we doing this to them?
too much testing across a short time frame. Testing should not be used as the only measure of teacher effectiveness or student
performance.
Missing class time for standardized testing, especially when time missed is for AP classes. Missing a week of an AP class can affect the
outcome of the final score.
Testing takes away from instructional time.
Just that the state assessments are long and take many days to complete. Some children do not test well. Some children become anxious
over an upcoming test. The tests may not be an accurate reflection of the teacher.
I am concerned about the weight given to summative assessments as opposed to formative assessments. The goal of assessment should be
to determine whether a child has achieved mastery over the subject matter being taught, and to provide feedback for the teacher to be able
to adequately differentiate instruction for students. Standardized assessments are virtually useless as an educational tool.
Too much classroom time spent on how to take the test instead of actual instruction.
Too much instructional time is put towards testing. The quantity of tests children now take squash the joy of learning. They are feeding any
and all tests and not learning that studying and performing well can be rewarding and enjoyable.
Takes away from actual learning when they are just learning how to take one specific test
The tests are too stressfu for many kids. We put our third child in private school b/c we had enough of the testing with our older two. No
cursive or other life skills classes being taught but thankfully they can take a test? Waste of school tax funds.
Takes away from specials Tiring Boring I will just answer anything to finish test.
I have no objection, as long as the data are meaningful and are being used for something by the teachers or administrators. The following
question asks how useful the assessments are to me‐‐but that doesn't matter; I'm not the intended audience of the tests.
It's in between SAT's, AP and final exams ‐‐ bad time of year and too long ‐‐ need to change 11th grade testing ‐‐ it's too much
My only concern with the new Smarter Balance test is the turnaround time required for scores. I'd rather that my children take the test and
get results in the same grade. It seems like teachers have a better way to respond to results if they still have the students in their class.
It's jsst excessive. For example, pre and post tests for every class is too much. In addition to the smarter balance, and who know what else.
It's just too much!
The testing started on the 2nd day of School. Daughter was extremely stressed over this. She was told she didn't do well on the SRI so she
needed to take another test. She was very discouraged. When I talk to admin, I was told that the district gives a schedule for testing. The
admin said they were required to test on the 2nd day of school. I am extremely concerned because the first few weeks of school should be
dedicated to building a classroom community and positive culture. This is difficult when they are taking test so early in teh school year.

No alternative for those who opt out. Stress on students. Legitimacy of the value of testing.
My child is in 4th grade and this is the first year that I have had communication regarding how to help him with his homework. Prior to this
year, other than the standard testing, I have not seen a math test come home or been told that he has been tested. How can the parents or
children learn to take a test or know where they stand or where they need improvement?
Kids need to be prepped for standardized testing. I think the school does a good job in the higher grades giving sample tests.
Would be nice to bolster confidence and effort with a retest or make up of some kind.
Time spent testing, number of tests required by state and district, tests like Smarter Balanced that put students who are not good typists,
not computer literate, don't have access to technology at home at a severe disadvantage and cost millions of dollars. Money spent on
Smarter Balanced software and slick mailers sent months later could be better spent on lowering student to teacher ratio, in other words
hiring more educators who will tailor instruction to students' needs.
Time spent testing, number of tests required by state and district, tests like Smarter Balanced that put students who are not good typists,
not computer literate, don't have access to technology at home at a severe disadvantage and cost millions of dollars. Money spent on
Smarter Balanced software and slick mailers sent months later could be better spent on lowering student to teacher ratio, in other words
hiring more educators who will tailor instruction to students' needs.
not enough time to explore real learning....too much time and money on testing without meaningful results
too much focus is spent on testing. let the teachers teach.
the fairness of the tests, instead of teaching the whole child and all subjects I feel too much of the curriculum is focused on math and ela.
Where is all of the science and social studies? other schools are turning to STEM orograms and we are focused on meeting just the needs
of a standardized test. I also think its extremely unfair that teachers can lose their positions because of a test. the biggest failure of the test
us tgat it is sent out for processing. t he students and teachers only find out the next year how the students faired. Utter and complete
ridiculousness
‐‐multiple different standardized tests over the past 5 years
Some kids are very smart, but don't test well. How can you accurately determine where a child is?
Too many state tests, causes stress, too much weight placed on test results that determine grades, not realistic to the real world situations.
In the workforce you are not taking tests; you are working with people on projects. Teach real life skills!!
We spend to much time on the DCast or now Common Cor then the work they should be doing and learning in class test.
Seems like so much testing is redundant. The district test, the DCASS test, the teacher's final exam ‐ all on the same subject. Having Jr's take
a state test is ridiculous. They are already taking the SAT, subject DCASS tests and AP tests. The Smarter balance test is too long and
consumes too much of the school's resources.
Time not spent on learning more. Two weeks is too long to take a break from learning and then get back to it. There are already enough
diagnostic tests that students take during these years to provide teachers with all the information to help a child succeed.
Constant disruptions in the classrooms. Distractions from other students and their outlandish behavior. My daughter states the work is too
easy and that the teachers allow the students to do whatever they want. Especially, in Miss Quartone's class. Rileigh has expressed that she
tries to keep to herself but there are a few female students who control the classroom.
1. Requirement that students take tests using Schoology. Efforts to gauge student understanding can be masked by challenges posed when
both teachers and students are unfamiliar with how to use the technology. Give them the option of using Schoology or pencil and paper so
that results are reliable and not measures of technological agility. Prep them for state and national computerized tests in technology classes.
2 ‐ test overload in certain grades.
Some teachers give too many some not enough an some avg. you need an average number so it's more even across the board an across
schools
At times, they are not a reflection of what is being taught but what they can learn at home or be taught at home.
My daughter ended up at AI DuPont' ER after a period of two and a half weeks of testing last school year. The child had palpitations. Her
scores were very high (4), it was not about being stressed for not being prepared. It's about the level of stress throughout a long period of
time and during 80% of the school day. This is VERY wrong! Wake up Red Clay! There is NO NEED for so much testing. I wasn't test that
much in Graduate School (and I have three graduate degrees).
time taken away from more useful and engaging instruction. too much pressure on children
It takes away from learning.
the focus of teaching is geared towards tests. This takes a lot away from being able to focus on the kids learning needs.
It's usefulness and time allocated to testing
The number of hours spent on testing is go much more than it needs to be. This causes my child anxiety. She does not want to go to school
on Fridays. She spent over 20 hours on standardized testing last spring. My child is at grade level and this testing is not adding to the value
of her education. In fact it is taking away from classroom time where she could be learning new things.
I think teachers are spending too much time testing and assessing instead of teaching.
I think learning checks are needed, but we have too many assessments.

How can they accurately represent a student's growth, and why are they used for teacher assessment? Students can learn to pass a test
without understanding real‐world skills. The only useful test are ones where college credit can be earned, or the ones that are necessary for
college admission.
Too much homework, AP testing all at the same time during the testing. Evaluations of the test, from the feedback of students and
teachers, showed no improvement for the test.
Testing is not a true measure of how well a child is learning the material in school. A child can do well on the test but in reality is only able to
regurgitate the information learned and not be able to apply it to different situations. This leads to an entire generation of adults who will
be unprepared for real life work environments.
Mom: too many Dad: I like them
My child gets very nervous about tests and I feel like he may not be getting enough time to actually finish the tests. Especially if the tests
are timed. He struggles to work under pressure sometimes.
My son is ADHD & rushes through everything so a test on a computer makes him rush even more. He just wants to get it done. His teacher
is the one who knows him best & can tell me where he is academically. The SRI test does not tell me anything about his reading level.
Testing is a necessary tool in order to keep students advancing themselves.
Child has shown decline in enjoying the learning of math and it is very difficult at home teaching the Common Core materials. I think more
time should be spent on teaching instead of testing.
none at this time
That Red Clay will succumb to political pressure from a minority of vocal parents and not adequately test our children. I value the testing as
a critical component of monitoring my child's progress. Why a parent would "opt out" their child from testing is beyond comprehension.
It's not just the test but test prep and accountability of teachers.
Curriculum is not aligned to testing. Changes in testing and curriculum are never given enough time to percolate all the way down and to
matriculate all the way up. For example, students taught in an old way are held to new tests before the curriculum changes, but by the time
the curricula changes have occurred, the state decides to change the system because they decided it is not working. Smarter Balanced takes
too long to give information that seems pretty consistent with other forms. The tests are also more expensive than others. Wouldn't it be
cheaper and easier to use more trusted, better recognized, and better vetted tests like the IOWA, the Terra Nova, or ERB's? The state
already pays for PSAT's, so why are Juniors tested AGAIN for smarter balanced and AGAIN for state social studies assessments? JUST USE
THE PSAT DATA! Rather than pre and post testing every unit in elementary school, teach the skills, target the ones that are weak, and test
those emergent skills. Most importantly: MAKE THE TESTS MATTER TO THE KIDS!! It is monumentally unfair to judge my kid's school based
on how she does on a test that may mean nothing to her. I have a bright kid who likes to race herself on tests and is internally motivated to
do well, but when she asked what that test would mean to her grades, her placement, or her future at all, I had to admit that it meant
nothing. WHy can't kids like mine skip grades that they have mastered if they can prove they have done so? Why aren't kids who blow off
the tests asked to repeat the INSTRUCTION so that their skills improve? It seems like the test are just used to punish or reward the school
without considering what it means for the CHILD!!
Not every child can fit into your square peg for testing. Each child is unique and tests differently. Standardized needs to be offered in a
variety of different modes.
question 2 is too broad...not enough weekly monthly testing in classroom by teacher too much time spent preparing students for smarter
balance and DCAS testing which takes away from time engaging in curriculum in the classroom. We should not be teaching kids to test and
get high scores for the sake of funding for the district...we should be teaching and testing substance to help them grow!
It is not necessary to have so much testing. Especially when the information is not a valuable tool to drive instruction.
Students are taking tests that do not assess their learning in the classroom. Computerized tests are wasting my child's learning time in the
classroom. The government needs to step out of our schools.
The tests that do not give the students the questions and correct answers afterwards are completely useless for learning. The categories
reported are too vague. It they don't know what they did wrong, they will not learn from their mistakes. Pre and Post tests are a waste of
time ‐ I have heard some kids are so sick of testing they fill in the bubbles with out even opening the test book. How does that provide
useful info for anyone. I think all students should start doing that ‐ pretests would then not take any teaching time and the kids would learn
more.
Would rather instruction time be focusednon learning not learning how to take a test. I want the teachers to have the freedom to teach a
little more how they'd like to teach from experience and instinct and love as opposed to having to execute really specific criteria
The test is taking over my child's learning. They don't enjoy school anymore.
My student suffers form anxiety leading up to and during the Smarter Balance Assessment. The content teachers do not give an excessive
amount of tests.
Too much time Teachers do not receive any info about results The tests themselves do not match up with what students are taught No
accountability for students
I do not feel Smarter Balance Testing is a good measure for students. The testing is way too long and I do not feel it indicates all that my
children know.
I feel that children should be taught to learn not taught to take a test so their school can get more funds. Fund all the schools equally no
matter what the tax bracket and teach the students to learn
Not the number of tests, but more about the length of tests/how many days of instruction are lost in order to test.

Too much classroom time dedicated to preparing the kids to take tests.
I am concerned that instructional time is lost because there is too much testing.
Taking away from teachers being able to focus on teaching.
Too much time is taken away from "real" learning in order to prepare for standardized tests. Hours and hours of the class day were spent
preparing instead of the teachers teaching the children how to learn, how to study, how to write an essay... And, in some cases these tests
are evaluating the teacher rather than the student. Why are these DCAS and smarter balance tests given 3‐4 times a year? My daughter
spent an entire week taking the test and prior to that spent several weeks preparing for the test so the teachers can look good. Children
should be tested once a year. There should be a few hours spent showing the student how to take the test (i.e. skip questions you don't
know or make a guess, etc.) and that should be sufficient to see progress and level of students. Additioanlly the tests don't need to be
hours and hours long. Perhaps take a look at what New York State does with their regents exams. When I was a child we took them ‐
scored well and the teachers did spend days preparing us for one test. Instead what we learned the entire year helped us succeed on the
test!
None right now, but my child is in first grade. My opinion may change in the coming years
Based on district assessment communications, my fourth grader is taking a minimum of 19 assessments per year that are mandated
primarily by state and federal regulations. What does this data tell the teacher about my child? How does it inform instruction? If it doesn't,
if it's for the sake of meeting a mandate and isn't important otherwise, it needs to go.
What data is actually gained from the testing that can be used to instruct my children in a better way? I am not opposed to standardized
testing, and even administer tests for another district, but am very disappointed in the information I received after my children took the
Smarter Balanced assessments. I received their overall scores and three symbols each for language arts and math. I imagine that someone
has the ability to drill down and see the types of questions that my children did well and which types they struggled with, but no one at their
school has been able to provide that to me, much less answer if they even have the ability to drill down further. National standardized
testing can have benefits, but so far I do not see the benefits of having switched to Smarter Balanced Not only are the results
uninformative, but they took nearly 6 months to reach the families and the schools. By the end of September, their current teachers are
swamped with school work and are likely not reviewing the scores from last year, which means that any possible data is not being used in
constructive ways. Additionally, the roll‐out of the testing last spring was awful. Everyday I would learn of some problem my children's
classes had with the test. My oldest's class was always the first of his grade to take the tests at his school, and so they were the ones who
unfortunately learned that you can only pause the test at certain spots, so even though they thought they could come back later to finish as
section, they could not. As a result, no one in the class finished a particular section. Another time, the teacher realized that the students
weren't understanding the specifics of the directions, but once the test started she couldn't explain anything else. She was able to explain
that to the other teachers prior to their classes going into the testing, thus those other students had the vocabulary needed to understand
the instructions. Each day of testing was a new issue. I feel that my children were guinea pigs for the state in it's roll‐out of Smarter
Balanced. When many of our friends and relatives were opting their children out of tests, we decided to have our children take the test for
a variety of reasons, but I don't know that we made the right choice. The only positive that we see from the testing is that our children now
have had one year of experience with online testing in a world where that is becoming the norm. I also think that the Scholastic Reading
Inventory (SRI) should be reconsidered. Each year I always see a large discrepancy between the SRI scores of my children and every other
indicator of their reading success. For kids who are each reading at least 2.5 grade levels ahead (according to STAR and teacher
assessments), and score in the 95th+ percentile in various other assessments, I am always surprised to see their SRI scores are significantly
lower. I expect some variation, but on the SRI they always score in percentiles that are 25 ‐ 50 lower. That's a large discrepancy and even
the teachers can never explain why, other than to say "We don't like the SRI; we don't think that is an accurate reflection of your child, but
we have to give the test." I am a data driven person and appreciate the wealth of knowledge that can be gained from some standardized
tests. I just don't think that Red Clay is using the best tests available.
My son is in second grade and has not yet experienced standardized assessments (Amplify, SBAC, etc.) I feel that the amount of time
children spend taking standardized tests is too much. I understand the need for data collection, however, over‐assessing cause stress for
children, parents and teachers. It would be nice to re‐revaluate the testing process to allow children more time in the classroom, learning
age appropriate material, rather than using hours testing in front of a computer
My daughter had a test every single day last week. This included the pre‐psat. Testing is certainly an important part of the learning process,
but so it excellent pedagogy, classroom discussion, and creative presentation of materials. The overall impression is that these areas are
considered secondary in the current educational climate.
Too many test and not enough time for instruction. Also, too much emphasis on test scores and not looking at the child as a whole.
Beyond the above, that for teachers the YE testing does not provide timely or targetable information at the standard's level. For parents the
overall system does not provide timely information that can help indicate what skill the child needs help with now or for overall planning
The concern is not enough test to keep them reading and ready for exams.
to many, to stressful. some students who do well in school can be terrible test takers. hence results are inaccurate reflection on student ,
teachers and schools. stick to daily schoolwork and school tests, quizzes and exams. thoes truely reflect the above.
Smarter balance was not a good indicator of math knowledge ‐ students should not be evaluated on whether or not they can write a
paragraph describing how to solve a math problem. They should be evaluated on whether or not they can solve math problems correctly.
The amount of time taken away from instruction; the results are not valid due to the many testing issues; and finally it is not
developmentally appropriate to be testing them this much.
Takes too long Questions are long All on computer and not enough computer skills

Standardized tests should not be used to evaluate teacher performance. Ever. Students should not spend class time learning how to take
these tests.
Parent of child who gets upset when he/she scores a C on tests.
Too many tests that take away from a teacher using a "teachable moment" as a learning opportunity. Too much teaching to the test.
Teachers and students are just burnt out on the.
I feel as if they're more concerned about teaching for the testing rather than teaching to help the kids learn and be prepared for the next
grade level.
Standardized tests are used to label and punish schools, in order to fulfill a federal (political) requirement. In no way to these tests help
educate my children. I'll be blunt. If a teacher didn't write the test, it's useless. The only standardized tests that are the exception to this
are AP and SAT/ACT tests, the use of which are to determine college readiness, and in no way are designed to measure/rate a school or
teacher.
The curriculum will be targeted in achieving test results rather than learning.. i am in big favor of learning as well as testing as testing is the
only way to judge how much a student has learned...but with testing standards, the focus is more on getting ready for test than
understanding the concepts which ultimately defeats the purpose of basic education
That it takes away from educational time. That my kids are starting to HATE school because "all they do is take tests".
Too many, not all helpful to teachers while they are teaching my child (SMARTER BALANCED)
Time spent testing is not time spent learning new things. It also can kill a child's love of learning.
that people can opt out‐ testing is necessary and part of life, its how the teachers parents and administrators present and handle it that
affects the kids not the test itself
students don't benefit from smarter balance results that aren't even seen until August ‐‐‐ what's the point? The immediate information
students received from DCAS scores and the results sent to parents during the school year were more relevant
They are being tested on new way to perform work every year. One year it's DCAS then Common Core thenSmarter Balanced.
The scoring of the tests in my childs honors English class at (school) is insane. Someone please look into this, he has Mrs (name).
Way too much lost teaching time. Unbelievable amount of hours spend testing and assessing over and over and over. Too many types of
tests are given..SMI, Star reading, AR assessment, Smarter Balnce, etc,
Are multiple tests truly giving an adequate representation of my child's ability? It would seem that "teaching to the test" has dumbed down
the entire learning process. Why not go back to having teachers really impart information that makes children think, rather than just
making sure they have enough data to perform well on a test? Teaching...what a concept!
Too many children per class with not enough instructions!!!
Tests given specifically for component 5 in addition to other pre and post test, then SRI, SPI (if needed), smarter balance... What about 1 test
that encompasses all these goals. The state and district need to b on the same page with testing instead of testing for district goals and
separate testing for state goals. How about just testing for student goals, what happened to student focus instead of politics.
Will these assessments be a part of their grade, must they take them, how they tested for too long or too little during a session
Too much testing especially in the 11th grade remove the state assessment. They already have enough on their plates worrying about what
they are going to do after high school. In the lower grades, teachers cannot teach what they think is important. There are too many forms
for them to fill out, too many tests to teach, there is no time for fun, interesting, out of box approach to teaching because we are always
concerned about testing. Enough is enough, let the teachers do their job, they are very capable. Get rid of the testing our kids every year.
My 8th grade daughter made a comment that really upset me last year, which was "mom, I can't miss the test, that's the whole reason we
go to school" (she was sick) this is what most kids views are, they are in school to learn what they need to in order to do good on the test.
Ridiculous right??
I feel they have to learn so much in a short period of time that by the time the tests come around they have moved on so much they forgot
about certain parts.
Tired of useless tests that are meaningless and a waste of time.
Too lengthy, no immediate feedback with Smarter. Anything needing to be sent off for scoring is pretty useless. What happened to NWEA?
It takes away from learning in the classroom!
takes too long missing classes
Tests are weighted too heavily at 70% of overall grade. Classwork and projects are a great indicator of the childs understanding of the
material. Some kids don't test well. I think its unfair that a student can be doing really well in a class and then based on 1 test their GPA is
negatively impacted. Educations should be about learning not test scores and the funding based on test scores.
the first two weeks were non‐stop assessments...no teaching could happen. At parent‐teacher conferences, my children's teachers hadn't
seen ANY of their students' Smarter Balance results. How are they supposed to help guide their students' learning if the assessment results
don't come out to them in advance?
It takes away from instruction time it is only able to show part of what is learned and the amount of time spent on the testing far outweighs
any educational benefit that would be gained from learning where the child is skill wise Some kids are just not good testers and relying so
heavily on standardized testing is discouraging for them.
Too much emphasis and time spent on testing

The Results! What sort of changes are we going to get in curriculum\instruction\student support, etc. to get results that aren't skewed
according to income and school location?
Takes away from in class learning. Puts a lot of stress on teachers. Requires more computers than are available. Less teaching time = less
learning time. Tests keep changing. Two or three days of scantron tests per year MAX!
It's never going to go away. So why be concerned
Loss of instructional time, $$ allocated to testing which is needed to support classrooms and instruction,, limited (if any) impact on
improved learning, influence on instructional content ‐ I am appalled that language arts have abandoned fiction in favor of only non‐fiction
text ‐ we are failing to nurture creative thought and expression.
It takes away from instructional time. Places undue stress on my child. Why are there so many?
Not sure if the DCAS and smarter balance are related to what is being taught in classrooms especially honors and ap classes.
Too stressful for such young kids.
Assessments done early in the year when the children are just coming back from summer. Some of the computer ones can slow children
down as well making them less efficient when they know the work
Takes away from creative teaching. Doesn't truly reveal a child's strengths. Undue pressure on all.
How often it happens; so many different kinds of assessments.
the testing at the beginning of the year had my 2nd grader very distraught. It's too much too soon.
None
My concern is that sometimes tests are given without adequate instruction on the content.
Children spent an extreme amount of testing within the school year for school, district and state based. Is all this testing really necessary?
We have taken the creativity and flexibility out of the classroom because teachers have limited time due to ALL the testing requirements.
My concerns relate to the amount of time spent preparing for standardized testing. Students should be tested often on information they
learn throughout the marking period including a final exam that tests their knowledge.
my one child does awful on tests. this is not a true assessment of his knowledge or grades.
Student familiarity of the testing delivery methods and context of questions being should mirror the typical curriculum delivery. A
disconnect in delivery and context between learning phases and testing phases can lead to less than accurate assessments of actual
learning. In addition, the failure to report results back to students and teachers in a timely fashion makes these types of tests much less
useful towards the individual student. Doing so primarily serves more teacher, school, district and statewide metrics (that, of course, are
also important), but are less helpful towards targeting the contemporary support needed by certain students that may be struggling.
What's on the test
There are too many days of testing that could be instructional days. There is no doubt that my kids are being taught to take the test.
The standardized testing should not be the true indicator of how they are performing , if the are not based on what is being tested. On the
other end of the spectrum, my oldest failed the SAT three times because she was not taught more than 50% of what the test included in her
high school years.
I find it very disconcerting that there is so much time spent on testing. (how to prepare for the test, discussion of the test, teacher assistance
with the test.) I would prefer that the teachers focus on the teaching of the subject matter as opposed to teaching my children how to take a
test. These tests do not exist in the adult world and serve no purpose to my children.
Too much time assessing , not enough time teaching; therefore how can you assess what has not been properly taught?
students are more stressed about testing well rather than learning skills to make them productive members of society
Would like to have more data provided to parents. My child struggles academically and communication is lacking from school.
Testing is fine if they are performed to evaluate the childs' progress/ It seems to me, and many others, that these tests that you give and
push so hard for the kids to do well in, are mostly to get more funds from our governments.
I am extremely concerned about the amount of time my children spend preparing for tests and ultimately taking tests, The regular
classroom assessments are useful for teachers in making decisions regarding their instruction. Based on my research, the Smarter
Assessment is not useful for anyone. The students are being taught how to answer the questions and the questions are not based on the
standards.
Lots of time spent on test prep and administration of smarter balance, but it gives no useful information to the teacher about my child or
his/her practice. I'm not a fan of putting kids through days of computerized testing only to use those results to label schools. I also don't
want my children sitting front of a computer screen for days period. Kids get enough screen time, no need for additional at school. Kids need
to be spending time creating, building, and writing.
It takes away from instructional time.
preventing teachers from diving deeper into content which decreases student enthusiasm for learning
I don't thunk that should be used as a kevel of intelligence.

Unnecessary stress. They are not used to improve individual instruction. Test results should lead to individualized improvement plans ‐ for
all students ( those with high, average and low scores).
Some of the tests that take the longest (smarter balance) gave parents few specific results. Have also heard that the teachers have yet to get
any results back on individual children.
Too much time spent learning to test as opposed to learnig real world subjects that may help the student in the future!
The tests should be more about what the children are learning and not based on where they stand in the state.. The focus should be on the
children comprehending and not being rushed along.
It will interfere with his learning. Plus so many children freeze on test!
We think you give too many state tests. Having one a year is plenty!
I agree that tests based on what is taught in the classsroom is necessary but when it comes to the statewide testing there is alot of wasted
time spent on teaching to the test.
Not challenging enough. Too much emphasis on memorization not enough on the kind of reasoning my daughter will need to be
competitive on SATs
Some children don't test well however know the information
I am concerned that we are teaching to the tests
Would be nice to take a national standardized test.
Curriculum is all rest prep.
I feel that so much time is spent on either testing or preparing for testing actuall knowledge is not being gained.
We feel the tests are useless and the teachers need to stop teaching how to take the test and get back to educating our children
It's hard to do it on the computer. It takes up too much time.
When it comes to regular school tests from the teachers they are fine. But these standardized tests are rediculously long and too much time
is spent in them and preparing for them. Please just let teachers be teachers and not spend the year preparing for a test. It stresses the kids
out too much.
It is a replacement for working with parents
Testing within the class is fine. What I object to is the mandatory state tests that the teachers waste time preparing the kids for. My guess
would be that the kids lose at least a week of class time each year getting ready for the test. Now what does that prove?
our grandsons academic standards seem alot easier than those of yesteryear.
Let the teachers teach, not just teach them about how to take a test. It stresses the kids out!
The number of testing days takes away from the time teachers could be instructing new materials
Too much time is spent on testing and I don't feel that some of the tests give an accurate picture of how the child is actually doing in class.
Too much emphasis is put on the test and not just letting the teachers teach. I also do not like the fact that they want to use the state test
to evaluate teachers when clearly there is a direct correlation between test scores and poverty level.
My son struggles with written tests. Even with his IEP his test scores will bring his overall grade down.
All my child learns is how to take a test not the actual content.
teachers are teaching to the test they arent teaching classwork
None. Assessments are important for teachers, parents, and students.
not knowing how many test will be given at each marking period. some of the material is not being covered at school.
It's hard to tell what works and what doesn't because we don't get good information.
Assessments can be very valuable if used correctly. But, too much testing is useless and overwhelming for students and teachers. Students
get discouraged and teachers do not have time to teach. I am actually appalled by how much testing is done in Kindergarten. This should be
the year for students to have more time just experiencing school in fun, social, hands‐on ways. Some things are more important than
hammering students with curriculum and testing, especially in the early years. I am completely against standardized testing that is used to
inappropriately evaluate teachers and students. :(
Adequate time given to study and understand the curriculum before giving tests.
That too much time is spent teaching for the test and not enough time just teaching them so they have a strong base. Some kids do not test
well even though they do well in school so I do not think it is an accurate judgment of their progress in school.
Data doesn't come out in reasonable amount of time. Unfairly punishes students who have harder time with testing/computers/curriculum.
Forces tachers to spend time teaching to test rather than addressing the whole student. Kids aren't numbers! Punsihes teachers who have
lower performing students though those students may have circumstances that negativeyl impact their abilities that a teacher has no
control over. No parent or student accountability for scores/performance.
I'm more concerned with the amount of district standard testing. It's excessive. I'm not concerned at all about the amount of testing that
occurs on the content reviewed in class.

Parentsare not made aware of the dates when testing is taking place, or what types (what skills is it assessing?) of testing is taking place.
Teachers will teach for the tests and not for general academic learning.
Students are taught how to test, not to learn. They are tested way to much on every little thing.
Schools do not provide typing lessons as part of the curriculum. This adds to the stress when my child is asked to TYPE paragraphs to explain
his answers. He gets very frustrated and does not give his top performance.
It's taking time away from ACTUAL LEARNING just so the state can get their numbers. You mention teachers when teachers really don't have
a say on how to teach their classes. It's more political then caring about the children and ACTUAL LEARNING!!!!
Some people don't do well on tests, that's a proven fact! Too many tests take away from actual learning!
‐the time spent preparing for and taking the tests seems excessive ‐the tests don't seem to be fair for children with different learning
abilities
Anxiety issues
My concerns are centered around the standardized testing, not classroom‐based assessment, although the former can influence the nature
and frequency of the latter.
That the teachers are having to focus too much on teaching to pass the tests instead of teaching for learning
That my child does not truly show his ability on a test. Also, I am concerned my child will be grouped based upon the assessments.
My senior is in gen ed. There is too much testing for gen ed students. Some tests do not inform instruction, but seem to be given to collect
numbers for the district. My middle school child receives special education services. She is on DCAS‐Alt 1 and I think this is necessary as it is
the ONLY test which compares her to some peers, and allows me to guage if she is making adequate progress
It takes a lot of time away from classroom instruction. I would much prefer my student have the extra time to explore cool things in science
or other subjects that get pushed aside way too often to make way for the "core".
Not valuable and entirely too much time spent teaching the test.
Too much time away from academic instruction time. I believe there needs to be a state standardized test but not one that takes 2 weeks to
administer.
My tenth grader usually expresses her concern that there has been not enough preparation for tests.
That it becomes more important than the process of learning
Takes too much time from instruction, Teaching to the test, Redundant duplicative tests, No consequences for teachers for poor test scores,
Results do nothing to improve teaching or curriculum, Too much pressure on students
There are so many test and some are repeated throughout the year. I can understand the need for assessing where each child is and making
sure they are learning the material being presented but there also comes a time where the time spent assessing overshadows the
instruction time that the teacher so badly need to cover the curriculum required of them.
There are no set standards. This leads to a child getting confused. Not enough practice is given on any topic.
I think it is important to collect data and understand which schools are successful in teaching so we can use that information to help other
schools. It is also important to understand my childrens' percentile so I can assist them in identifying their skills and improving their
weaknesses.
How the test relates to what the children learn and other assessments and how the data is used with mismatches in other grades, e.g weak
on line testing versus A and B grades in class.
How the children are prepared for testing and how the results are used on an individual basis to look at the childs strengths and weaknesses
and how they are linked to other work the child does.
Too much time spent preparing for the testing, then the testing itself. We'd prefer that time be spent on introducing and perfecting new
lessons. It feels like school "stops" for testing.
Content on tests does not always reflect what's been reviewed in the classroom.
Kindergarten students, are to be tested more frequently, as they learn faster than older children and they can show amazing improvement
from one test to another. Also allows parents and teacher work together with more detail on the subjects that need improvement, to
provide them with a strong base knowledge for 1 st grade
would like to know what test will the children be given and the result of the tests. My children were given with tests and came home talking
about them... but I had no idea that each test are and for what purpose.
My child tells me he is only learning how to pass the tests for his teacher.
the additional stress it places on the kids
Communication with some of the teachers to the parents is poor regarding what will be tested and what is being taught. It is difficult to
help children at home‐ which is the primary place they should be reinforcing lessons ‐ when the parents do not know the subject material.
My son had ~2 math tests from k‐3 in the class. How is he supposed to see what his problem areas are if he is afraid to ask a teacher? Do
not agree with the current situation. The teachers are trying so hard to keep up with the curriculum that they do not have time to assess
the individual child's needs. Testing is very hard as some children are bored and test poorly. My child is an example as he went in reverse
when he entered school

I feel that children that started with DCAS should have continued with DCAS and new students should have started with smarter balance. I
also feel some kids don't do well on standardized tests but do well in class
I think one test per year is sufficient. I don't know why we have to do DCAS, Smarter Balance, etc.
I have many concerns regarding testing: 1) Tests measure common core standards which in itself are developmentally inappropriate. We
are asking our children to do more than what they are ready for developmentally. 2) Computer based testing adds another variable into the
testing with the need to understand technology. This added variable can alter test scores and possibly allow them to not be valid. 3) The
time spent administering tests is huge and takes away from the real learning in the classroom. My children lose more instructional time each
year as new tests are rolled out. 4) My child has ADD and is a poor performer on standardized tests. She consistently scores below the
standard but gets A's and B's on her report card. So how is that standardized test a true measure of her ability? All it does is hurt her school
record and make her feel like a failure. 5) The amount of tests given to students has greatly increased the need for mental health services in
the schools. I have seen a correlation between rising anxiety in students and state testing. Kids don't enjoy school like they used to. 6) I feel
as teacher based tests and tests developed by the curriculum (reading curriculum developed tests to go along with the textbook) are a far
better measure of my child's ability.
not enough time to finish the test
Norm‐referenced testing provides only a floor. It does not measure progress of children who are above grade level. When teaching follows
the standardized tests, high achievers are not challenged as part of the normal curriculum.
My concern is that students are not prepared.
I do not have a problem with curriculum‐related summative testing, but I think that the amount of teaching time that is spent 'practicing for'
and then taking standardized tests is a waste of valuable teaching time. Especially since some Red Clay schools are administering not only
the new Smarter Balance but are also still giving the DCAS.
My child explains that valuable class time is spent taking pre‐tests to measure teacher effectiveness in the fall and post tests in the spring.
The smarter balanced tests are too long and to me provide meaningless data. Why aren't PSAT and SAT tests, which are also given, sufficient
in measuring student college readiness?
loss of actual education time in the classroom preparing for testing
We have a new testing system. How predictive is it of success (or failure)?
Too stressful Too much time taken away from school Too much teaching To the test The only days my children come home from school
saying it was not a good day is testing weeks.
May seem silly, but I'm concerned that students understand how assessments are used. Students should understand it that assessments
help them demonstrate what they know and can do so that their teachers can help them do their best. Well some tests may have steaks
were teachers, and schools, I hope that it is standard practice for red clay teachers to communicate to students that any and all
assessments are to benefit them, and not for the benefit of the teacher or school.
Thank you for this feedback opportunity. As far as standardized tests, I believe the perceived value is disproportionate to its real‐world
value. 1) Standardized tests are stressful, demotivating, and draining on our kids/teachers/resources. They don't account for our humanity,
and more importantly, diversity. Theyâ€™re just one piece of the education puzzle, but are given a lot of weight despite their limitations. 2)
Standardized tests are happening too frequently and are limiting meaningful classroom instruction time. 3) We're creating an environment
of teaching to a test instead of development of problem‐solving skills, creativity, critical thinking, and communication skills. Our children are
our future citizens and problem solvers. Testing wonâ€™t get us there. These skills all require human interaction to develop and perfect.
Performance tests in the â€œrealâ€ world have to do with our interactions with others, ability to find solutions, commitment, integrity,
and motivation. Additionally, the current standardized district grading policy (70% summative/30% formative) limits our teachers, as they
must conform to a process that does not fit well with all academic classes, and especially doesnâ€™t match the arts or physical education. It
also leaves out the ability to work with individuals. Assessment procedures should be in the hands of the professionals who trained to be in
a classroom every day with our children. They see small successes and failures in an instant that would never show up on any summative
evaluation.
I am concerned they will not take their time and it will not measure their level of knowledge.
Doesn't help students, causes stress, loses class time
Why are the tests so long? Do they really need to be weeks and weeks long? I feel like the time could be better spent by having the teachers
continue to teach the students instead of stopping instruction inmid‐ April so they can fit the tests in. It seems like the last month and a half
of the school year is a waste. The kids learn nothing as they are just tested constantly.
Time spent testing. Time lost when technical difficulties w testing. Not receiving feedback at all in some cases and in others not in timely
manner to be valuable.
It is used as an assement of children's academic abilities and some children just aren't good testers.
The mandated Smarter Balanced testing took up way too much time last year. I really hate how much instructional time is lost as a result of
all of this testing.
My kids hate the excessive testing. Why the separate tests? Can't they be consolidated to four tests marking quarterly progress of student
and assessment of teacher/teaching quality?
I have not been made aware of any testing yet this school year. My child is in Kindergarten
Standardized esting is an imperfect measure of success. What bothers me about the standardized tests in the district is how much time the
students spend preparing for and taking these tests. There are far to many different types of tests being run. One standardized test per
year should be sufficient. In addition, these standardized are often used for purposes not intended for standardized tests.

I am concerned about teaching to the test.
the time it takes away from actual learning
Concern about the # of instructional days lost to testing ‐ although kids indiv. test scores are often (not sure if on all tests) are available
when they finish ‐ if teachers are making modifications to their teaching based on this ‐ I would want to know that. i.e. x% of kids were not
proficient on X topic area, so we will spend addt'l time on this. Additionally, teachers don't need to be pressured to get certain results; that
may be why they're spending more time on teaching to the test. Finally DE has had at least 3 different state tests since my 8th grader began
testing in 2nd/3rd grade ‐ it's too many changes. Hopefully this current test format is one we'll stick with for 5 years. Any test format should
be able to last at least 5 years so you have real comparisons
too many tests and not enough emphasis on being thinkers and productive...its all about test scores :(
The frequency and amount of class time lost for standardized testing detracts far too much from actual learning. The 2016 class seems to
have taken more standardized test then other classes have had to deal with.
High‐stakes standardized testing takes time away from instruction. Some teachers put inordinate pressure on students to succeed because
student scores are used to evaluate them.
Preparation, what does it reflect, how many a year (2 is probably good), are the results really used for teaching, does the focus on testing
take away from everyday classwork
It takes away from actual education and only being performed in response to unreasonable federal and state programs. It is harmful to the
students.
Time taken from actual instruction
Takes time away from classroom work.
standardized testing does not efficiently test the child's strenghths, weaknesses & talents. In "the real world", people utilize their individual
talents & strengths... not held to a ridiculous 'standard of normalcy' against their peers.
Is it helpful for anything other than making money for the testing services.
The amount of time the standardized tests take is excessive.
Students should have experienced a timed test long before the psat
How can this huge test really show what my students truly know in a very strict, uptight environment more so than very small tests
administered by the students' teachers on a consistent, ongoing basis throughout the school year?
STOP!!
validity of testing‐‐does it really give an accurate portrayal of how well students will succeed in future
Each test is and can only be designed to measure certain aspect of a child's knowledge, thus limited at best.
Juniors taking the SBAC last year was a waste of time, money & resources as the results have no value & do nothing to help a student Sr
year. Keeping the spring SAT paid by the state for All juniors to take is far more important & valuable!! We got the results in a timely manner
to act upon results if needed & CB provide a deeper view of questions missed which was again more helpful than anything offered by state.
I am concerned about how child will perform on testing if it is not anything he has ever learned,and if he will be able to handle the testing
experience.
There are very few summative assessments in the first half of each marking period. Kids can be doing great and fail the only summative
dropping their grade tremendously. At the end of the year, I do not believe that Component V assessments should be used as a test grade.
Those tests are not made by the teacher or the school. It is not a reflection of my child's learning and should not hurt my child.
When the tests change there is too many given and too much classroom time spent reviewing for them when they are not even for the
childs grade. If you want a true test just test the kids on the material without all the review in class. It's for the kids benefit.
Testing information‐ both scheduling and outcomes/results ‐ is not provided to parents to let THEM know how their child is doing. Smarter
Balance is TOO long and as it is an end of the year assessment provides no real time information during the year to allow mid‐course
correction.
State testing should be on what the children have learned not what they will eventually learn. Trick questions on these tests is just very
confusing and is a disservice to both teachers and students.
I do understand the need for some testing and the usefulness of the data. I also understand the challenges associated with scheduling large
numbers of students for testing. However, the amount of class time sacrificed for testing is far too much. In addition, no matter how you try
to avoid it, teachers will teach to the test. having so much testing reinforces the need for teachers to do that. Finally, I feel special attention
needs to be given to the amount of testing of upperclassmen in high school. Last spring, as a junior, my daughter was preparing for AP
exams, regular finals and trying to give her best to end her junior year with a strong GPA for college application purposes. During this very
important time, she was losing valuable class time in order to take standardized tests. That is unreasonable and in fair to the students.
Time taken to administer tests could be better spent in the classroom.
State‐mandated testing takes take too much time, and data is hard for teachers to use for instructional planning
Not valid measures....
limited testing in the upper grade levels of 11th & 12th

My child reports that some tests focus on material that doesnot match up with class curricula, and that the teste interfere with the flow of
classes and more teacher‐selected (meaningful) assessment.
I am very concerned that my children are taking too many assessments. The children are so excited to start school and within days are
grumbling because they are being tested from the first week of school. They don't even get the opportunity to build a classroom community
becasue they are too busy taking reading baseline tests and BOY math tests and let's not forget their teacher's component 5 pre‐
assessments. Then the testing just continues through the school year!
There are so many standardized tests given through out the year that it affects the mental health of my children. They become very
stressed out because they feel the pressure of trying to do well on standardized tests.
The standardized testing takes too long to complete. Especially the smarter balance testing. Regular testing done by teachers is
appropriate.
Students spend more time in testing rooms than actually learning the content they will be tested on.
More time given to complete
The ability of these tests to accurately gauge a child's level of understanding. the time teachers may have to devote to preparing children
for these tests.
Standardized testing is useless, teachers should have the freedom to teach their own curriculum and to be creative in the classroom
The stress of the PSAT and the SAT, and especially whether she will be prepared enough to get grades on them
I am concerned that the time spent preparing students for standardized testing detracts from the learning process. Although I fully support
end unit tests for specific subjects I am strongly opposed to standardized tests which I do not believe are particularly probative of a
student's substantive understanding of the areas tested.
Using formative and summative grades, while placing more weight on the formative one, is not beneficial for learning.. It not only generates
additional anxiety over grades, but make students less motivated to try harder if they already calculated that even highest summative grade
will not compensate for an average formative grade. Having quizzes, class tests and standardized tests so often detriments the learning
process. The district can limit the amount of testing by stating how many quizzes, tests and standardized tests are allowed during the school
year.
The amount of tests takes away from the actual teaching/ learning time in the classroom. Plus not all students test well, they get anxious
and it doesn't give a good read on how successful they are
Testing takes away from a teacher's ability to customize their curriculum for individual students and, as a general matter, stifles the
creativity of children. There will be plenty of time for testing once they move into the higher grades and need to prepare for college
entrance exams. Testing stresses my 6th grader out and it seems like an endless process ... fall, then spring, then another test in the spring.
We know that the teachers make the best of it but their time could be better spent on more creative endeavors outside the grasp of an
inflexible and government‐imposed course of study. We are raising a generation of students who will be terrified of testing for the
remainder of their lives because it has become the most stressful part of the year starting in third grade.
Standardized tests change too often We didn't have any feedback about Smarter Balance until 6 months after my children took the test.\
I think more focus should be on preparing children for life & happiness versus taking tests to keep school status & funding & college.
I feel that if an assessment test could be given at the beginning and end of each school level, that should be sufficient. (i.e. beginning of 6th
end of 8th to see how students progress through middle school) this could avoid too much time being spent "teaching to tests" rather than
teaching in general
The validity of the tests are skewed at best. Results coming in Sept. of following year do not inform instruction...it is just data and not useful
for anyone or anything except to rate schools and teachers. Giving SB at end of year with does not show valid growth in a year. Give two
testâ€¦one at the beginning of year to provide a snapshot of what a student knows and one at the end to show growth and/or mastery.
NWEA was a much more effective tool. Standardized testing for juniors and seniors (with the exception of PSAT and SAT because of college
admission) is pointless. Students taking multiple AP exams are stressed enough w/o having to worry about SB. Students do not have any
incentive to perform to their best on any test. Letâ€™s be honest, the SB and DCAS tests are used to evaluate teachers and schools not
students...there has to be a better way. Regardless of what we are told, someone or some group is making a ton of money on testing.
Invest that money locally.
I feel like we are constantly assessing our children and the love of learning is losing it's momentum! Why can't kids just read without having
to be timed every night and answer questions. I was told that I shouldn't read to my 2nd grader at night anymore and she should be reading
to us!!! She loves to read and be read to and I can read much more interesting books that she can't read but can totally comprehend. I am
made to feel guilty that I don't force her to read to me for 15 min everynight!
There is too much of it and it doesn't tell me or the teacher anything concrete. My oldest used to take tests and the results were sent and
they said she needed help with context clues or multiplying double by single digit numbers. Now I just get my son is exceeding the standard
or meeting the standard. That does not tell me what I can work on and what they do well.
My son does fine with tests. I'm not concerned about him doing well on them. I am concerned that he spends so much time testing, when
does he ever learn anything new?
30/70 split leaves too much weight on the one test the student takes and performs poorly, there should be at least 4 or 5 summative grades
so the student has a chance to recover
she needs more time to complete her work

My child needs extra time right now for both math and reading, the lost days for prep and testing bother me. But, it is more than that: This
summary pretty much nailed it for me ‐ Because students know that test scores may affect their future lives, they do whatever they can to
pass them, including cheating and taking performance drugs (e.g. psychostimulants like Ritalin â€œborrowedâ€ from their friends). 2.
Because teachers know that test scores may affect their salaries and job security, they also cheat (see the best‐seller Freakonomics for some
interesting statistics on this). 3. Standardized tests donâ€™t provide any feedback on how to perform better. The results arenâ€™t even
given back to the teachers and students until months later, and there are no instructions provided by test companies on how to improve
these test scores. 4. Standardized tests donâ€™t value creativity. A student who writes a more creative answer in the margins of such a
test, doesnâ€™t realize that a human being wonâ€™t even see this creative response; that machines grade these tests, and a creative
response that doesnâ€™t follow the format is a wrong response. 5. Standardized tests donâ€™t value diversity. There are a wide range of
differences in the people who take standardized tests: they have different cultural backgrounds, different levels of proficiency in the English
language, different learning and thinking styles, different family backgrounds, different past experiences. And yet the standardized test
treats them as if they were all identical; identical to the group that took the test several years ago, and to which the test has been
â€œnormedâ€ (e.g. this original group is the â€œnorm groupâ€ against which any future test‐takers are to be compared). 6.
Standardized tests favor those who have socio‐economic advantages. Test companies (a multi‐billion dollar a year industry) not only
manufacture the tests, they also manufacture the courses and programs that can be taken to â€œprepare for the test.â€ If you have the
money, you can even get special tutors that will help you do well on a test. If you donâ€™t have the money, and your school is in a low
socio‐economic area that gets less funding than rich suburban schools, then youâ€™re not getting the same preparation for the test as
those at the higher socio‐economic levels do. 7. Because so much emphasis is placed on standardized test results these days, teachers are
spending more and more time â€œteaching to the test.â€ If there is something that is interesting, compelling, useful, or otherwise
favorable to the development of a studentâ€™s understanding of the world, but it is not going to be on the standardized test, then there
really isnâ€™t any incentive to cover this material. Instead, most of classroom time consists of either taking the tests or preparing for the
tests, and this shuts out the possibility of learning anything new or important. For example, because the No Child Left Behind Law (NCLB)
only tests reading, math, and science that means that art, social studies, physical education, history, and other subjects are given far less
attention than used to be the case. 8. Standardized tests occur in an artificial learning environment: theyâ€™re timed, you canâ€™t talk
to a fellow student, you canâ€™t ask questions, you canâ€™t use references or learning devices, you canâ€™t get up and move around.
How often does the real world look like this? Prisons come to mind. And yet, even the most hard‐headed conservative will say that
education must prepare students for â€œthe real world.â€ Clearly standardized testing doesnâ€™t do this. 9. Standardized tests create
stress. Some kids do well with a certain level of stress. Other students fold. So, again, there isnâ€™t a level playing field. Brain research
suggests that too much stress is psychologically and physically harmful. And when stress becomes overwhelming, the brain shifts into a
â€œfight or flightâ€ response, where it is impossible to engage in the higher‐order thinking processes that are necessary to respond
correctly to the standardized test questions. 10. Standardized tests reduce the richness of human experience and human learning to a
number or set of numbers. This is dehumanizing. A student may have a deep knowledge of a particular subject, but receive no
acknowledgement for it because his or her test score may have been low. If the student were able to draw a picture, lead a group
discussion, or create a hands‐on project, he/she could show that knowledge. But not in a standardized testing room. Tough luck. 11.
Standardized tests werenâ€™t developed by geniuses. They were developed by mediocre minds. One of the pioneers of standardized
testing in this country, Lewis Terman, was a racist (the book to read is The Mismeasure of Man by Stephen Jay Gould). Another pioneer,
Edward Thorndike, was a specialist in rats and mazes. Just the kind of mind you want your kid to have, right? Albert Einstein never created
a standardized test (although he failed a number of them), and neither did any of the great thinkers of our age or any age. Standardized
tests are usually developed by pedantic researchers with Ph.Ds in educational testing or educational psychology. If thatâ€™s the kind of
mind you want your child or student to have, then go for it! 12. Standardized tests provide parents and teachers with a false sense of
security. If a student scores well on a test, then it is assumed that they know the material. However, this may not be true at all. The
student may have simply memorized the fact or formula or trick necessary to do well on the test (some students are naturally gifted in
taking standardized tests, others are not). A group of Harvard graduates were asked why it is colder in the winter and warmer in the
summer. Most of them got the question wrong. They were good test‐takers but didnâ€™t understand fundamental principles that required
a deeper comprehension (the book to read is The Disciplined Mind: Beyond Facts and Standardized Tests; the K‐12 Education that Every
Child Deserves by Harvard psychologist Howard Gardner, named in a poll as one of the 100 greatest public intellectuals in the world). 13.
Standardized tests exist for administrative, political, and financial purposes, not for educational ones. Test companies make billions.
Politicians get elected by promising better test results. Administrators get funding and avoid harsh penalties by boosting test scores.
Everyone benefits except the children. For them, standardized testing is worthless and worse. 14. Standardized testing creates
â€œwinnersâ€ and losers.â€ The losers are those who get labeled as â€œmy low studentsâ€ â€œmy learning disabled kids,â€ â€œmy
reluctant learners.â€ Even the winners are trapped by being caught up on a tread mill of achievement that they must stay on at all costs
through at least sixteen years of schooling, and more often twenty years. The losers suffer loss of self‐esteem, and the damage of â€œlow
expectationsâ€ (which research shows actually negatively influences performance â€“ the book to read is Pygmalion in the Classroom:
Teacher Expectation and Pupilsâ€™ Intellectual Development by Robert Rosenthal and Lenore Jacobson). The winners suffer loss of soul,
since most of them are trained seals performing for fast‐track parents and may reach midlife on a pinnacle of power and achievement, yet
lack any connection to their deeper selves, to ethical principles, to aesthetic feelings, to spiritual aspirations, to compassion, creativity,
and/or commitment to life. 15. Finally, my most important reason that standardized tests are worthless: During the time that a child is
taking a test, he/she could be doing something far more valuable: actually learning something new and interesting!

None. I think is good to text kids, that way we know how much they are learning.
None. We view these results as a valuable measurement of our children's academic progress.
None. It's an important part of understanding where students are in their learning.
None ‐‐ they are a necessary part of school life. As long as the teachers aren't just teaching to the test.

None.,
None.
No Concerns.
None yet
None
N/A
none
None
nonoe
None
At this time, I have no concerns about testing.
none
none
Nothing
none
None
No
None
Nothing
None
None at this time. Kindergarten does not have significant testing thus far that I am aware of.
We have no concerns at this point.
none
none currently
None
None
I don't really know what tests are being given outside DIBELS so can't really comment.
none
No concern
N/A
None
None
None
None yet‐ he is in Kindergarten
none
None
Nothing
NA
None
N/a

Red Clay Parent Assessment Survey Open Ended Comments:
Are there subjects or areas you think the district should be testing where it is currently not
doing so?
Art and music.
financial literacy
Behavior and work habits
Writing
Writing
Spelling !
More emphasis should be put on science and social studies. Math and English are not the only important subjects in educating well‐rounded
students.
Focusing on an individual assessment level
I think students should be taught useful information. It seems schools teach to the tests and are missing out on in other areas.
I would like to see more after school activities and sports or other involvement for 4th grade
Social emotional awareness‐ how to handle different real life situations, how to get along with peers, how to respond with bullies
Focus is only on reading and math. Where is the science and technology?
Maybe test the teachers on the students.
more focus on writing
Test kids in Science for every grade from middle school
Yes. I think the kids should answer questions about how connected they feel to their classmates and how happy they are at school.
computers/technology
Financial responsibility
Science and Social Studies need more attention. It seems the emphasis is on Math and ELA and everything else doesn't matter. That causes
students to not think they are important and they test poorly especially because it's not every year.
Younger childeren are only being tested in reading/writing and math. What about Science?
Science, social studies.
Daily home works to practice for tests
business. respect and manners
kids that are more gifted so they can recieve additional or more challenging learning
There could be goals and quick (10 minute) tests quarterly for words per minute for keyboarding staring in fifth grade.
Creative thinking and problem solving
I think more practical testing, like reading and math, is always best. Not vague concepts but things that will really help them as they grow.
Frequent reading progress indicators with online access, such as using the AR program to develop reading skills and monitor comprehension
and STAR testing that provides reading levels.
ability to use computer keyboards (and numbers on it) to effectively answer questions online. This may be more time consuming for some
more than others.
ability to use computer keyboards (and numbers on it) to effectively answer questions online. This may be more time consuming for some
more than others.
Yes they need to check for all learning disabilities
Reading, writing and math ‐ more frequent testing needed
History
Testing should be based on the class curriculum and scores graded right/wrong, no subjective answers.
Empathy, eq, common sense.
The SRI & SMI seem useful to me. I have found it useful and interesting to learn my daughter's Lexile score and she enjoyed writing down
books recommended for her reading level. I'm not sure, but it seems like it might be useful information for the teacher and I assume the
SMI reflects that in math.

Financial awareness.
Academically advanced student, gifted student
Life skills
Common sense like household budgets, especially for those heading to college
North Star proclaimed to teach Chinese. This was a cultural introduction not language class. No written homework nor testing. Cursive
hand writing has never been taught nor tested. Nutrition facts.
Perhaps problem solving, building pathways for trouble shooting from different perspectives
Grammar, spelling, not on STATE test and later students need grammar for SAT
Grammar, spelling, not on STATE test and later students need grammar for SAT
I feel the district should have isolated testing for those that have language barriers or learning disabilities and not group them amongst the
rest of the students. It's misleading the averages and how well a student is doing when they may not be doing well at all.
emotional intelligence testing should be required at every age ‐ how to handle themselves in unique situations. Guidance class weekly is
great, but until we start doing more to increase our children's emotional intelligence, we cannot really expect truly differentiated outcomes.
Please test social studies if only so that teachers will actually care about social studies instruction. So far, my daughter's social studies
instruction has been very poor.
Multiplication, division, memorization, figure out percentages, do this all in the head,not on a computer or a calculator. Vocabulary,
spelling, NO phonics.
They should test in Math and English
Writing
Assessing functional curriculum (organization, social emotional etc
finance
TAG assessments for all kids who show potential
Coding and map skills‐geography.
social skills‐lol
The unabashed emphasis on math and science at the expense of creative subjects which are harder to 'test' is a concern.
Emotional intelligence perhaps
Teach and test problem‐solving skills that reflect a "global" approach to what is actually being asked (what exactly is the problem and/or end
goal) so students don't fall into repetitive problem‐solving "stove pipes" for test questions. Common Core attempts to foster creative
solutions to problems, but seems to ignore the challenges of first understanding what the new problem or query actually is, focusing more
on solution techniques. Effective problem solving/comprehension/analysis first starts with a clear understanding of what the problem or
material is before ever developing solutions or answers. As curriculum changes through the grades, students should be constantly shown
how to dissect new problem sets and queries BEFORE they proceed in developing responses.
Politics and Government, History(real history), and math that will be on the SAT
Special/ezploratory/career pathway classes
Yes, on level of overall life knowledge children should be tested. Retaining information through repetition is more important. Test are not
created fairly as most test are not writren to be culturely accurate.
see comments above. Skyline advanced math and ELA are good programs but my child and several of her friends are ready for an even
greater challenge. Need intense prep for college entrance exams
Social emotional learning
Science
Get back to educating our children
Spelling and handwriting
Testing whether kids are working
Creativity
Psychological testing maybe.
Children are not learning cursive writing. English speaking children should be learning Spanish fluently in k‐5 as this is the second language.
Testing should be done... Hispanics are learning English and the reciprocity is not giving English speaking citizens the same leverage for
upward movement in America. NSE's Chinese class was a joke.

spelling/phonics‐‐I feel that there is a lack of emphasis on this area overall.
Foreign language testing! Although, foreign languages would have to be consistently offered to students in order for this to make sense.
writing/grammar
Tests to discover children's talents or strength. A child might be not strong in math, literature or science, but s/he might be strong to give
speech, draw, build. Parents should know what their kids strength are. It doesn't mean they don't know or they don't care to figure out
their kids interests or strength point, they just might need a professional opinion beside what they have discovered in their beloved kid.
The world is very technologically based & technology is growing more & more so if there was a way to test how technologically savvy
students are. Also, the work world is all about working together as a team or working collaboration with others. I think that learning how
well our students work together would be fantastic by having some type of test to see how our students work with others would be
extremely helpful. Lastly, another important aspect is not necessarily knowing ALL of the answers, but to know HOW to get the answers is
WAY more important. A way to test this & to provide the feedback to parents would be highly useful.
Typing, financial budgeting Current events
Art gifted students
I think if you implement any more tests, the kids can righteously melt down and refuse to go to school.
In all areas...give one test at the beginning with immediate results and best practice resources. Give the same test at the end of the year to
see growth. Anything other than this is a waste of time and money.
Yes, I feel like Math is just an aside. My child takes spelling tests and reading and writing tests but I rarely see Math

yes
Go back to simple methods of teaching we are overthinking things..if we can't master the basics what is the point in learning comprehension
ways to the same answer we need more KISS principle
Honestly, I strongly believe that the district should do away with standard testing.
Testing the people who thought of doing these tests for mercury poisoning.
It should back off testing and make sure everything is applicable in the real world.
NO ‐ DO NOT ADD ANY MORE TESTS!!!!!!!!!
I don't think these assessments are remotely helpful. I'm sorry to say that, but I think we are going to look back on this time in educational
assessments and accountability and realize that we have spent a lot of time and money enriching testing companies at the expense of our
schools, teachers, and kids; in that moment, we will realize that in spite of how wonderful our teachers are and how hard working our
district leaders are we have failed our children. Please know that when I say that I'm not a right winger ‐ it hurts me to say this, but I believe
it is wholly true.
I think you over test
Seriously? Did you just ask if there needed to be more tests? No.
how about stop testing! maybe look at average grades per school for main subjects.
More testing kills real learning.
Tests, tests, tests..you are just justifying my above remarks about these tests! Go back to basics...quit changing the math, and stop trying to
re‐invent the round wheel! You know our education system is broken and at an all time low, but as long as they pass these tests, that's all
that seems to matter to you. Money..money..money. Whwn will this education system get and use some common sense?
They do not need to keep getting tested. They need to spend more time just teaching the basic skills so they get a strong base and then add
to that. NO MORE STATE TESTS. I can't believe that kids are tested 9 times(at least) in one year, and that is besides the regular tests and
quizzes that they get in school. My daughter just went into the 6th grade and has NO CLUE how to write a paragraph! She got straight A's
in elementary school. I thought she was doing well and now she is struggling in middle school.
LESS TESTING! I think testing is important, but I would prefer short, periodic quizzes that help keep my child on track. I would like to get
feedback in "real time," so that teachers can make immediate changes. A big end‐of‐year exam that takes months to grade is not very
helpful for keeping my child on track. (For instance, if you were driving from Delaware to California, wouldn't you like your GPS to tell you
immediately when you've made a wrong turn? With the months it took to grade the Smarter Balanced tests, you'd find yourself halfway
through Canada before the GPS corrected your course.)
The district tests cover all the subjects and areas
I believe tests do help, however, I feel my child is only learning to pass the test. He tells me that.
My child is not at an age where i'm worried about a narrowed testing agenda,
The only area that is not assessed by a standardized test is lunch.
Test are fine as is, there is no need to over do it.

I've never seen the test so I'm not sure what exactly you are testing the children on. As a parent I don't think we are capable of seeing what
the test consists of. If I'm mistaken more communication about the test needs to go out so parents are informed.
I am not aware of what testings are taking place in my district & school. I am not aware of any results of any tests my child may have taken
this year so far.
I don't understand which tests test what subject or the purpose of the tests
I do not think there are any areas that need to be tested. I do think there are areas that we need to find the time in our children's day for.
Science and social studies is being squeezed out of the elementary day completely. There is no time for it if the teacher follows the
mandated time for reading and writing and math. That is very sad!!!! And forget about creative assignments, everything comes from the
MANDATED curriculum materials or they get their hands slapped.
probably but how would I know?
No
No, the kids are tested enough. do not add another test to their repertoire.
NO! Too much testing already. Give the teachers time to TEACH not give tests. It's getting ridiculous.
No
No.
No
No
No. You have over tested in every academic and specialty area. Far too much.
Not sure
No
N/A
No.
No.
no
N/A
NO
no
no
no
please no more tests of any kind!!!
N/A
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
N/A
don't know
N/A
None
No

n/a
no
NO, but, I think math and reading are 2 of the most important.
None
I'm not sure
n/a
NO
No
NO NOT AT ALL
No
no they do enough testing
no
No
No
‐
no
No
No! They are testing too much as it is.
No.
No
No.
no
no
no
No. They have too many as it is!
No
No
No
No
No.
Good grief...no. The district should be cutting back on tests...not adding.
Not sure
No!
Idk
No additional test should be added at this time.
No
N/A
na
no
Not sure, probably not
I believe since my child is not at that education level just yet, I am unable that question.

No.
No
No. They are trsted too much as it is.
No
no
I don't know
Not that I can think of unless it's spelling.
No
no
I do not have enough experience to answer intelligently
No ‐ they seem to test everything, to the point of excess.
No
none
N/a
No
No, but i'd like to see a survey parents fill out to rate teacher effectiveness.
No.
No, less tests and more learning is where we need to go in the future.
No
No
Not sure
No
No. The district spends too much time (money, resources) on tests. Allow the teachers the time to teach and allow the students time to
learn.
No there is too much testing already.
no
Not sure because I get no feedback.
no
No.
no
no
No
None come to mind.
No
No
No, because the district is testing every area.
no
No
No
No. If anything, there is too MUCH testing on EVERY subject.
No.
No but more test should be given to the students in mathematics and science.

No
No.
No!!
na
No.
No. No testing needs to be added.
No
No. There are already too many tests like that, please don't add more.
No! Do not add more tests. Our poor kids get enough!!!!!
No
No.
No
NO
No
NO
no
No
No
No
No
None
No.
No
N/A
No, please do not add additional testing.
No
no
NO.
No
No
NO! Are you kidding me? What else could you possibly test?m
No
No
God no!!
N/A
No
no
None
No I think there are too many district tests.
no
No, they are already testing everything.

n/a
No too much already
no
No
No
no
N/A
No
n/a
no
no
none
No.
Are you kidding? Absolutely not!
No!!!! Too much testing already.
No
No thank you.
Not at all although I think certain screening tests are appropriate to see if kids need more help
No! They are constantly being tested entirely too much
No
no
No
No. There are already too many tests.
No.
no
No
No
I can't think of an area where the district is not already over testing my student.
No
no
.
No
NO
no
No
Not sure, new to the school, district and state.
NA
No
No
No. Testing has already overtaken students and they do not need to be tested more.
No

No.
no ‐ too many as it is
nothing

Red Clay Parent Assessment Survey Open Ended Comments:
Are there any other suggestions you want to make to the district as it reviews
its testing program?
The testing is redundant! All teachers should be assessed and monitored daily! Don't teachers do not enter grades promptly .
My son felt ill in the weeks leading up to Smarter. This is not something that should occur. IF we must test, we need to find a less stressful
approach for the students. And my child's scores should not be such an integral part of his teacher's DPAS. The teachers do not have much
of a say in the Smarter, nor do they have enough say in the district EOC or Pre/Post tests. Do not rush to make up an assessment without
letting your teachers read over it and offer suggestions to improve it before we ask students to take a test that was poorly written.
Stop doing it. Please. The children and teachers need time to teach/learn, not take more useless tests. Whoever is coming up with these
needs to take a step back and remember what is important ‐ and it is not ridiculous testing.
What again is the point of education? To learn, to be challengend, to learn how to think and how to contribute to the society that we live in,
or is it about being able to take a test, and memorize facts? Teach, then give tests to help with learning,don't teach just to pass a test.
My daughter passed the Smarter Balance but took 4 days to complete it. That's 4 days of missed learning opportunities.
Stop the testing and stop evaluating teachers based on the results. They are children who may or may not do well on tests. They are
exposed to way too many stresses than to be subjected to these "important" state tests way too often. Furthermore, the value of a teacher
should not be placed on whether his or her class does well.
I want to be better informed of what each individual testing is about
Get back to teaching,,not testing ..allow the teachers to teach not just test
Stop thinking about evaluating teachers all the time and start worrying about which test is good for students.
Take out the smart balance testing ( pre, post, ect.) It's taking away from learning normal lesson plans that they are graded on.
Question 10 is unfair. Teacher created unit tests ARE helpful but state and district tests are not helpful. By lumping them together the
results are not reflected fairly
Some students are not good test takers. There should be another way to evaluate the students progress throughout the year. If the student
does good on assignments but not on tests, they shouldn't be penalized with the test being 70% of their grade.
Eliminate end of year testing for Juniors and use state‐wide SAT test instead. Provide end of year testing results sooner then next school
year. No way to help students over summer with those results. Can't answer #11 ‐‐ question should be separated for state tests and
SAT/ACT.
Less is more Education can still be engaging if amount of testing and constant revision of DE assessments is reduced Let kids learn and
enjoy school again
Less is more Education can still be engaging if amount of testing and constant revision of DE assessments is reduced Let kids learn and
enjoy school again
Please send the results out timely
Doesn't need to be so many testing during the school year. Maybe pretest and a post test with the regular testing that the teachers do like
chapter tests and quizzes. Also not too satisfied with the new common core curriculum.
Look for ways to decrease the amount of testing. Only test if the information gathered from the testing is useful and helps track a student's
progress, tests their knowledge, and can provide helpful information. Consolidate testing where it can be done. Are there multiple tests for
the same thing? Explain the testing in more detail to parents and older students. Tell us what it means. Give us detail as to what specific
things our children need help with.
In a society that is growing with increased working hours and when our children do not always communicate "in entirety", I've found it VERY
helpful with those teachers that communicate daily via email regarding upcoming exams and assignments. It has helped me support my
children to stay on task with a great deal of accountability.
High school is difficult and stressful enough without extra testing above classroom,AP and SAT.
Stop the madness
Too much focus on state testing. Prepare the children for life not tests. The math curriculum is awful. Too stressful for the kids.
Get rid of common core math. Create neighborhood schools and stop busing

Limit testing to what is helpful for teachers to be able to determine what a student has mastered and what he or she needs additional time
with. Quick results
We need to move back towards an environment that gives teachers greater flexibility to adjust their curriculum to their students.
Interim assessments are given and moved on from. Not often enough, does a teacher stopped their forward movement in course work to
address anything that a student or students missed in the exam. As for the final assessments ‐ the course is over and so is school. I dont feel
those tests are helping to decide next stage of learning. The schedule is set in May or June for the next school year. Final exams do nothing
but stress a student out and cause hours upon hours of cramming information. A final project, portfolios or well asked question that
requires a student to demonstrate mastery rather than spitting back facts would be more meaningful. Can't we showcase their learning and
make them feel like they have learned something rather than beating them up for missing a question on a test? There is only value in the AP
test in that it determines possible credit for college. I would like to qualify where I receive testing information. Some teachers will reach out
‐ but not many at all. I hear about tests/testing from my child. I wish high school teachers understood that parents like to be informed of
their child's learning. Growing their responsibility is understandable ‐ but they are still someone's child. I can't image an age level where as a
parent I would ever be disinterested in hearing what my child is learning.
Something is really wrong when the majority of talented, hardworking teachers, students and school administrators are failing according to
the Smarter Balanced Tests etc. Maybe it is the test?
Emphasis MUST be placed on allowing teachers to teach! Schools should NOT be teaching to the test or consuming every school year with so
many time consuming assessments. Students need to focus on learning material and content ‐ not just strategies on how to pass a
standardized test! The district should include a variety of parents and teachers (across all grade levels) on it's review committee.
Already stated above
When the teachers look like they are not enjoying teaching, because they are either stressed or pressured with district testing initiatives, we
can sense that lack of confidence. It trickles down to the students and to us. I'm not sure the score results are worth all this stress. The
teachers were finding ways to properly asses the students before & were okay with that. Everyone seemed to be enjoying school before
there were so many testing requirements. The teachers, students and the parents.
Have a curriculum, teach it and test on it. Do not buy a test, and spend time trying to get kids to test well based on that test.
Allow parents to opt their children out of DCAS...
Try teaching the children instead of focussing on the testing. Don't compare them with other areas just let them do their best. Please stop
asking them for more every year. The school experience is lacking the child friendly aspect that it needs. The children need daily gym for
physical activity and staff that is supposed for their creativity in teaching. Teachers are unique as well and should not be forced to confirm
to a specific curriculum methodology. Teachers know their students and how best they learn....the states and the districts do not. The
whole system is ridiculous.
Please make sure that all parents are aware of what is going on as it pertains to testing.
I think there are some very useful evaluative tests out there ‐ it doesn't seem like the district is using any of them. In the lower grades all
they seem to test for is whether or not a child is on grade level ‐ there is nothing for high achieving students. I don't think finals or end‐of‐
course exams are helpful. Neither is Smarter Balance. I do think the SAT is helpful.
Maybe a heads up on what testing is occurring when and what to expect so that we can work with our children to be prepared. Especially at
a young age the tests are "scary" and helping them prepare can make them less "scary".
Please consider using tests that contain clinical validated questions. Poorly written questions are not an accurate assessment of my child's
learning, nor are lengthy exams that lead to fatigue and/or stress. Please also consider alternative demonstrations that my child is learning,
especially those that show conceptual learning as opposed to rote memorization.
Keep in mind testing is a "snap shot" of how well the child is doing at that particular moment. Take into account other data from the child's
academics to determine recommendations for the child, not just based on test scores.
Take these State test once a year is more than enough, the kids have already a lot to do to accomplish to do a much better during the school
year.
Testing related in a round‐about way: Students should be encouraged to take the SAT as soon as they complete Algebra I and Geometry. For
some students this is 8th grade. If they wait 3 more years to take the SAT they have lost the opportunity to take it while the information is
fresh. Most schools allow super scoring, so why not encourage the kids to take it while they can get the highest points on the math section?
They can take it as many times as they want and at least they have this high score in math.
I am in favor of standardized testing in order to assess progress or deficiencies, of AP IB testing for college credits as well as SAT or ACT
testing for college admission evaluation. I believe some of the testing going on is a poor use of time and resources as it pertains to my
students. I'm sure it does play a part in determining future funding and needs but couldn't some of the data be obtained from tests they
are already taking? Many of the students I come into contact with know which tests affect their grades and future and which ones don't.
They approach the second set with a dismissiveness that makes me question the validity / usefulness of the data at all. My suggestion is
consolidation.
Remove Smarter Balanced because I do not feel it is an effective standardized test and will not deliver the quality information that it claims
it will provide. It is my right and duty as a parent to provide my children with the best possible educational outcomes, and from both my
perspectives as a parent and as a school educator, I feel the Smarter Balanced is a poorly designed, unreliable measurement. I do not think it
is properly aligned with grade level state standards, and I think the test questions are complicated and unclear. I am frustrated with the
number of standardized tests, the pressure to perform on these tests and the lost learning time. Classroom time that spent instructing the
children how to take/pass the tests is not time well‐spent. One 3rd grade teacher noted that out of 20 days in school, 16 days were involved
in practice testing or in preparing the children for the test.

Do away with it!!!!!!!!!
I can't stress it enough. The gap between formative and summative assessments in terms of grading is too wide. One test should not make
or break a child's grade.
What if each school surveyed the children about their teachers? Simple questions that are naturally subjective. But this may help the
principles evaluate. How would you rate your teachers teaching? Describe your teachers teaching style. Check the answer that describes
what you learned in the following subjects. Mastered info, Understood info, Got by, Did not learn . . you get the idea. Would you
reccommend your teacher to a friend next year? If yes, Why and if no whynot. Maybe this created for 3 ‐ 5, 6 ‐ 7, and for HS. We are all
know there are great teachers, good, ok and some crappy ones.
Stop testing!!!! It stresses out the students and teachers and is taking away from what they they should be doing and learning
Stop testing!!!! It stresses out the students and teachers and is taking away from what they they should be doing and learning
If teachers are only evaluated on the test results, it does not give them any reason to teach the subjects. They just teach to the test, which
is a big dis‐service to our children.
yes, stop testing and start helping the children in the classrooms. You base information on a large group of students who come from all
different social and academic backgrounds. I think testing is more for the districts and schools to get money. Teach children in the classroom
basic learning. Stop teaching according to testing
post results online within 60 days of taking the test
Yes. I think that we are doing lots to measure academic achievement, but not much to measure how children feel about their school. Do
they have friends? Does their teacher listen to them? What is being done to encourage tolerance and empathy? A child who loves being at
school will perform better academically.
The more testing required by entities other than my child's teachers, the less time he has for learning. When testing results are used to
determine funding, or influence job security, it can incentivise school behavior that is not in my child's best interests.
Utilize alternative assessments in the classroom at least one term out of the year for each course ( not the same term for all courses) that
focuses on the student applying what they've learned in some sort of project or presentation. Focus more on pre‐tests and post‐tests to
determine student academic growth and preparedness for next level and to assess teacher effectiveness. Allow room for teacher to adjust
to meet the needs of students in a particular class to better ensure success for all students. Group stronger students together so they can
move forward and group students who need more help or time together so they can get what they need. Ensure curricula allows for
flexibility to extend some lessons throughout the year, if needed.
Tests are absolutely needed to measure growth or lack there of but if you test a fish on his ability to climb a tree they will always fail. Just
ensure the tests actually measure applied goals.. Not some random test that may or may not have any direct relation to the child's direction
in education or future needs.
It is important to test children on their curriculum through out the year. In order to understand a child's understanding of material. One
test should not determine a child's growth & understanding of material. Children who test well, generally will still do well on SB & DCAS. To
wait 6 to 9 months to see test results is ridiculous. Monitoring growth through out the year makes more sense for comprehension, retaining
information & mental growth. More children will be left behind if their understanding of curriculum is not tested throughout the year.
School curriculum is stressing students. Pushing students through the subject material too quickly without a chance to absorb and learn
subject matter. Tests are given before students are sufficiently taught the material. Sometimes a new concept is taught and the students are
tested on it the next class.
Testing needs to encourage learning not discourage with bad raw scores. Students' futures are not always tied to test scores. We need a
testing system to identify strengths and weaknesses and then a comprehensive plan to teach to the weaknesses.
Cut back on the testing. Too much time is taken away from learning or being creative in the classroom. Spend more time understanding
what each child needs individually and help strengthen their knowledge that best suits them.I do not feel this is best assessed by answering
questions on a test.
1. Take the kids on more field trips ‐‐ and the district should pay for the cost of the trip; 2. Offer more in class activities in which children
build; 3. Each school (regardless of grade level) should have one hour of recess EVERY DAY; 4. Every child should have gym EVERY DAY; 5.
Provide healthier food options in school.
A cap as to the number of tests given in a single year should be considered. Also, only tests that test what a student is actually expected to
learn in a class should be given. If there is no pre/post test for a particular class then no test should be given. This is unfair to both the over‐
tested student and the teacher.
I am happy to participate in a survey to help the school district improve, but this one is fairly useless. These questions have me questioning
the effectiveness of the person who created it. I have no idea how to properly answer some of the questions asked, and I fear the same is
true about test questions my children are asked to answer.
Go back to the old school way of testing. SAT's and ACT's. Those generations are head and shoulders above the last few.
Please be more concerned about the quality of learning that is happening in the classroom than the district testing. If each school were to
focus on excellence in the classroom, the testing results would take care of themselves. When it gets turned around and the test itself
dictates the classroom content & focus, performance pressure will trump true learning.
They need the basics to build on. Make this a positive thing and not to give fear of failing or showing a low acheivement
Teachers need more professional development time. How can they grow as educators when there is very little training? How can they help
their students grow if they themselves have not. Thus, test results may improve.
There is too much testing for students. Too much focus on testing.

A test that is only given at the end if the yr DOES NOT help my child! I have no way to address concerns with his teachers because he won't
have them the next yr!
I find that tests such as unit tests, teacher created quizzes, and mid‐terms have given me a better understanding of where my child is at
academically. I DO NOT find this true with the State Testing, such as DCAS. Honestly, I do not even look at the State Testing results anymore,
because I do not find them accurate. There is way to much pressure on the Teachers and Children for them to do well on these tests, I
believe it takes away from what our caring and dedicated teachers could be teaching to our children. Right now its "Teach to the Test"!
If the schools all used schoology, the in class testing would be more helpful. Because of the delay entering grades and assignments, the HAC
is frustrating and not very useful.
I am concerned about teachers teaching to the assessments that are given so it reflects good on them. I'd rather teachers focus on fun ways
to learn the foundational aspects needed for continued success in later grades. It is very difficult as a parent to understand how basic things
like addition/ subtraction/ multiplication/ division are being taught now, and even tougher when trying to help with homework with no text
book as a reference.
Eliminate useless tests that are not valuable for the teachers and wasting the students instructional time!
Stop testing so much.
Focus less on state testing and focus more on things that are important for these children to know going through life. Also allow the
teachers to teach at the speed that is right for the children and spend more time on the subjects or topics that the kids take a real interest
in. I don't think that the state testing is truly showing what these children really know. I also feel that changing the tests so often only
frustrates the children. I think that the teachers feel frustrated too because they can't spend the time that they would like to on a variety of
subjects.
stop teaching for the tests. give teachers more flexibilty to go above & beyond curriculum based on students needs and interest.
My son is only in 1st grade now, but eventually he'll be taking text and I think that's ok otherwise how will I now his levels of knowledge?
.thanks
If a survey starts on 10/16, send an email on 10/16 ‐‐ not 3 days before it's over. Deceptive.
Make sure that you are not tying the teacher's progress to what the children can or cannot do on an assessment. My children take that to
heart which causes additional stress!
See notes in section 4. I have one child who does very well on tests and one who struggles. The one who struggles, continues to struggle
without help on how to improve. It is very frustrating and I'm considering withdrawing her from testing. It was ridiculous for a 3rd grader to
test everyday for the first 10 days of school. Also, the computers don't work consistently.
There has got to be something better than these awful tests. I have one child in public school and one child in a private school. There are
ZERO standardized tests, aside from the PSAT and SAT, in the private school...yet somehow kids manage to get in to the top colleges in the
nation. Amazing.
Get away from federal/state programs, get back to teaching and testing students for educational achievement and encouraging
learning/growth, not for budget increases.
Between my childrens panic/ anxiety and my daughters heart condition. It is my strong belief that the word "testing" is through around way
to often. School is about learning not stressing about how many tests are given weekly. Use that time to continue the classroom teaching.
we need a fair practice that helps each child work to achieve and grow. Some times one size doesn't fit all. In this case perhaps having tools
to help make assessments can be useful. Measuring high quality teaching sounds ridiculous from a test stand point. There are so many
different elements that make a good teacher beyond how well a kid does on a test. I am not sure we are rewarding teachers enough. I hope
these test aren't used to punish teachers as I am not sure all the answers really are found in the test results. In todays world our kids are
exposed to so much that teaching and impacting students is within academics and with in helping our kids become or be responsible and
respectful despite the cards they were dealt with. So many broken familiy environments as an example of things that have great impact on
the students, where the teacher can have some great impact but it may be more on making that kid realize they matter, to be responsible
and respectful even though they may not be treated that way at home.
Stop! Just stop! Spend the money on teaching my children not trying allocate funding and grading teachers on useless exams!
Please ensure the kids have the technology they need to complete testing in a timely manner, and minimize disruption to classroom time.
All 3 of my kids have complained about the amount of time spent trying to get logged in/getting kicked out and starting testing after their
peers.
Get rid of testing programs or don't put so much on testing alone. Some kids do not test well but know the materials, but still feel like they
failed because they didn't know the answer but they know how to get an answer.
Would be helpful to have teacher go over results of all testing! To better understand the results n explain what is need to help in each area
of each test! If child scores low on a area or specific test what can be done to help the child progress in the area needed.
There is more to assessments than just tests. Students could also create portfolios or projects to demonstrate progress over time.
Tracking would allow the district to better support the different needs of children. Our experience is that the students are given access to an
average education fit for an average child. The TAG program offers almost no value. It is not raising the scores of your students best able to
raise your average. The kids who struggle are not getting the support they need. I have watched many in my children's classes fall between
the cracks. They are your best bet to show progress from one quartile to the next. Your system is not set up to best help the students learn
or for you to receive the best test scores from them.
We've gone too far with testing and lost sight of the real goal. Testing kids doesn't build knowledge. It rewards the good 'test takers' and
reduces the focus to how to pass the test.
Focus on the things that matter, more concrete concepts and not so vague.

Make sure children can utilize computer keyboards effectively for online testing.
Make sure children can utilize computer keyboards effectively for online testing.
Information should be sent home over the summer on what district tests/standardized tests will be completed for the following year.
Information on the test, how it is given, what the content will be and how to prepare.
Use it to provide enrichment across all levels of functioning.
There has been a misunderstanding of what the testing in the beginning of our school year is actually testing. What our students know
starting the year, or what they should know by the end of the year.
Started testing should not have any bearing on teacher assessments and school budgets.
Not to have 13+ tests throughout the year and actually use that time for teaching.
Teach children more, testing should be to verify they are ready for the next unit. Do not penalize them as harshly for mistakes or not
learning at the set pace.
Annual goals for district for each category and criteria on how to achieve these goals. If goals are not achieved, what will the district/school
do to get to those goals
Use test scores to properly place children in learning groups, to better challenge child. They are not currently challenged, there is no stretch
which means the are not getting the most out of education!
Stop smarter balance and just continue DCAS
Testing is good for evaluating how well a child has learned the material, but it should also be used to show children where they need
improvement and to make sure that children learn the material that they may have got wrong on a test. To make sure that they get taught
the things they get wrong on a test rather then just applying a bad grade or score.
graded homework, regular quizzes and tests are the single biggest help to the students and parents. Everything else is for someone else's
benefit... End of year serves only to ID who is ready for next year; it is too late to correct anything.
No Smarter Balance!
Growth test (DCAS)seem to be more helpful
Streamline testing as much as possible to only what is essential and what is meaningful for students, teachers and parents. Smarter is a
TERRIBLE test.
I dont want to wait until end of marking period or end of yr to find out that my child needs help. Would rather have quizzes and tests in
classroom more frequently to see what they are or are not grasping.
I do not believe that tying a teachers performance rating so heavily to test scores is an accurate assessment of their qualities as a teacher.
While I do believe in accountability, without parental involvement, a teacher can only do so much, they are not replacement parents and it's
not reasonable to expect them to be. Teachers in schools with high poverty and low parent involvement should be encouraged and
rewarded for their efforts, not punished due to arbitrary test scores. Our students should spend more time learning and really grasping
lessons than being tested endlessly. I do believe testing provides valuable information on a students growth, but it should be streamlined. I
prefer teacher based testing over endless State, Federal, etc. testing.
Too many standardize tests!!!!!
I like to see my daughter's outcomes on tests, because it reassures me that she is learning on a high level (she tests well), but while I enjoy
her scores, I'm aware it's not telling me the whole story about her educational experience. I'd rather see us testing effectively rather than
testing more. I want to know that the tests she's taking are giving me a clear picture of where she stands and how she's going in comparison
to her past, her peers from class all the way up to nation/worldwide, and to the standards. But I would like for the test that accomplishes
this to be useful to her teachers and not to cut down on instructional time, or punitive to her teachers, the school or her less able peers. I
support testing that supports growth for all involved, including and especially teachers and administrators. So whatever they prefer to work
with, perhaps let's make sure that is the test data that is made most clear and helpful to parents and communities.
Please look at other states and countries to get some fresh ideas.
Create a standard that is relevant to the needs of the children in your local school district. Get feedback from teachers and parents. Since
the State of Delaware and the Federal government have no personal knowledge of where our children are or need to be, I would place state
and federal assessments at the lowest priority.
I think we need only ask the question of whether these tests have improved our children's learning and have led to better teaching
methods. Children as high performing schools typically come from high performing families and so the relationship between the schools
and home are strong ‐ they support both the learning atmosphere in the school and at home. Lower performing schools are fed by
economically disadvantaged homes . . . testing does nothing for them whatsoever, except to point out the obvious . . . that those schools are
struggling to educate their children. However, testing does nothing to get at the root causes of those struggles. But, the tests continue to
be given ‐ why, I'm not sure . . . maybe it feels good to think we are doing "something"; maybe we have become convinced that this is the
best way to begin helping; maybe because we can't think of anything else to help; maybe it is because there isn't the will to do anything
more or commit the money to really help them. Like I said before in this survey . . . I think we will look back on this time of testing and
realize that we have done nothing to help our children through this explosion of testing.
Both of my children spend so much time on testing that I don't see how they have time to actually learn anything. Some teachers do better
about not making the students feel pressured, but some are awful at this and end up with a classroom full of anxious kids.

Figure out a way to make standardized testing more meaningful to the students. Not the parents, not the teachers, not the administrators
or accountants, but the students themselves
At the beginning of the year I would have appreciated a comprehensive list of all tests my child will participate in throughout the year, when
the tests would be administered and what the test is measuring. As a parent whos oldest child is entering the public school system, these
things are unknown to me.
Focus testing on learning. Do not have teacher teach toward what is on a test but rather what a child is excepted to know to progress to the
next level
My child tells me she does not like tests. They are too easy. She does not like school academically.It is babyish. She told me what she learned
in school should be taught to 3 years old as she learned in preschool. She turned from an avid reader into a not interested in reading child
after starting school. She goes to school mainly because she has no choice. The testing is mainly targeted to identify academically struggled
student. But for academically advanced student such as gifted child, she gets no extra help. It is a waste of time.
Why not use testing in conjunction with portfolio assessments and or provide an Alternative assessment such as an oral exam or option to
write essays instead of multiple choice.
China is a country in which test scores are paramount (direct opinion of an affluent group of exchange students I dealt with this past
summer) and they routinely produce students who have high test scores, but lack the social skills to navigate life post‐school and the well‐
roundedness of extra curricular activities colleges are looking for. I feel we should be aware and find the balance kids need to succeed.
Testing should be inclusive of what they are being taught in class
Please revisit the ratio of summative/formative assessments in grading students. Also, limit the number and scope of broad, intensive
standardized testing, and give more freedom and flexibility for teachers to determine the best ways to asses their students.
Stop subjecting our children to hours and hours of tests instead of spending that time learning about something of interest. We are going to
loose this generation to anxiety and stress if we don't start teaching them how to enjoy life and spend time away from a computer screen.
Limiting screen time is applicable to testing at a computer as well as playing video games.
The tests should be anonymous and used to see where the class as a whole needs to improve. That is how the private schools use them. The
children are being penalized because the schools cannot figure out any other way to "evaluate" their teachers and this is wrong because the
teacher may get a group of kids that just do not test well. We are short hanging our kids. Ironically the company that creates the tests will
surely "sell" the schools workbooks that they can buy so their students can improve.
We are losing the love of learning in our children because school is not any enjoyment. It runs very similar to a school for delinquents. So
many rules because of law suit risks. Children are losing in this fight.
it can't take too much time away from students. one of the problems with high school testing is kids are in mixed classes ‐‐ so if you are
testing 11th graders, the teachers can't teach the other 9th, 10th and 12th graders who are currently testing ‐‐ not sure how to fix.
While my kids are not in high school yet, I love the idea of using PSAT and SAT testing to replace other tests such as Smarter Balance.
Eliminate tests that don't have a legitimate purpose connected to real learning. Stop adding mandated exams just to 'measure' students and
teachers. Let the teachers teach!
Please do not start testing so early in the school year. Please allow time for the class community and culture to be established before you
put a child in a position where they are assessed.
Get rid of standardized testing.
need to find a way where children are given advanced education/are challenged in the classroom setting to those children who are not
achieving due to being bored. The district professes to have an average of 14:1 student teacher ratio. I have never seen a classroom with
less than 24‐28 children with exception of when the physical room does not hold that many children. How can the teachers address the
individual child to help them do better on their testing if all of the children have to be kept on the same level?
Teachers should provide feedback and test scores to parents via email or snail mail as soon as they can after testing so that we can make
adjustments in learning as necessary. I have not seen any scores yet.
Less testing please
Less testing please
i know that last year Red Clay adopted an optout and the govenor has vetoed the state's request for general opt out. either way my child
will not be participating and i have no concern for her performance on the smarter ela etc.
Remember not all kids test the same.
As stated previously, I feel strongly that Common Core is a joke and makes math more complicated than it needs to be. There is absolutely
nothing wrong with memorizing answers to basic arithmetic. When we do spelling tests should we force the kids to 'prove' that the word is
spelled correctly? Think it over
Please STOP spending so much of the resources on outside testing agencies and actual tests. Allocate that money/ resources to hiring more
teachers and having smaller class sizes so kids can get more attention. That is what will make a better student and teacher. LISTEN to your
teachers; they are working with students every day. STOP basing teacher performance solely on test results. The family unit plays a more
crucial role in how a student performs. Find ways to make parents and the student themselves accountable for their student's performance
Pre and post tests in every subject area is a waste of everyone's time. Stop testing the same subject over and over. One end of year Algebra
2 test should be enough.

Keep in mind that time on task is the best way for students to learn concepts and materials that they need to succeed in life. Hours of
testing to prove that a teacher is good or bad really takes away from that, especially when more concepts and skills are being added to the
curriculum without the addition of time to do it. Five minutes added to the school day does not equate to having another full class day to
cover another topic or additional time on task moments. We reduce the time for students to learn and expect more. From year to year
students come with different brains, but we use a test to determine if the teacher is a good teacher. The testing system that we use is
neither reliable nor reproducible. So why do we continue to waste money on it. Invest the money in the students, not tests.
See above notes.
1. Give us the ability to explain our ratings on every selected response item in the survey. 2. Demand more diagnostic info from Smarter
Balanced tests. Where are the student's shortcomings? 3. DCAS & pre‐post tests may be useful for evaluating teachers but not for parents.
4. Finally, there are many measures of a well rounded student/citizen that simply cannot be measured on a test. 5. We strive mightily to
support our child's education but need the tools. (for example, text books, Math Nights, etc.) to provide the kind of support that helps
ensure success. 6. Finally, we would like to see the district focus more on helping children develop life long learning skills that will truly make
them successful after they leave school. (ie ‐ self regulation, flexibility, interpersonal skills, etc.) This is truly the heart of what education
should be.
Reduce time on tests! Teach more!
sending a schedule of testing for the year.
It's too much testing. It takes away and give the kids anxiety.....
Consider just taking a whole year off and doing the absolute bare minimum. I think you would see happier students and teachers. I think you
would see increases in academic achievement because more time is being spent actually teaching children.
At kindergarten and second grades I am satisfied with the level of testing my children receive.
I am so tired of teachers having to spend all of the school year teaching to the tests. Teachers are constantly teaching based on what
wording the test uses to ask the questions, what format the test uses for the math word problems, etc. Teachers do not have enough time
to teach children to master the skills well enough to be able to generalize them to all situations. Children can only apply them to specifically
worded test questions or problems. Teachers need to be given the freedom to start teaching again and be able to teach the whole student.
Out schools are full of children who can regurgitate information on a test but have not social skills and are unable to solve problems with
their peers or work successfully on a group project or with partners. Schools need to get back to allowing teachers to mold children into
functioning adults and not simply children who are taught to master the art of taking a test, not mastering a concept or skill.
Smarter is not a good indicator. Have they thought about student portfolios? My son's teacher is the best person to give me progress on
my son.
Child has shown decline in enjoying the learning of math and it is very difficult at home teaching the Common Core materials. I think more
time should be spent on teaching instead of testing. Because of how some of the lessons are being taught I do not feel there is enough one
on one time or extra help even if after school or special programs available for kids that could use extra help. With the new programs the
kids are learning many parents are now paying for tutors to help their children feel comfortable.
Help the students recognize and handle test anxiety. offer solutions to relive this issue so scores have the potental of being a true reflection
of their knowledge.
Continue to test our children but make sure the tests they take are purposeful. There is truth to the claim that too much testing can be a
bad thing. I'm also concerned that we seem to change the test every couple of years (DCAS, Smarter Balance). I feel that most of the opt out
parents have their own political agenda. Do not give in to these self‐centered parents and politicians.
Make the STUDENTS accountable for the testing and use nationally normed well vetted tests!
Put the child first again, not the result of the test he/she is taking. Teaching one way does not work for all students. There used to be a time
when teachers had the ability to conform their study plan based on students in their class and their way of learning. No more. It is a cookie
cutter system. A lot of time being spent on those with special needs ( which is fine and necessary) , but not at the expense of the remainder
of the class. Students moving along at average are not being challenged enough and those who excel are bored.
Back off.
Model the test after the new description of the PSAT online where the questions and answers given by the student as well as correct ones
are provided. Then and only then can meaningful help can be found/given to the child. Results also need to be given in a very timely
manner. A spring test results need to be available before the end of the school year to have any use. It is only that teacher that can help
the parent find help over the summer for their child to catch up. The fall is way too late ‐ not the same teacher, not the same school, not
the same material ‐ just a waste of time and money. The online PSAT results also tells how many hard or easy questions were correct and
gives a comparison to other students and supposedly in a timely fashion. Unless the child can learn from the test it is a waste of everyone's
time. The online practice for the old DCAS was somewhat useful because when our kids took it and got a couple wrong, we were able to go
back and TEACH them, knowing the correct answer. That was where the usefulness of the DCAS stopped. Teacher tests and quizzes focus
on the material they were taught and give the students useful feedback, usually in a timely manner. Some teachers allow test corrections
for partial credit which is a fantastic way to make sure the kids learn from their mistakes and don't miss the material in a timely manner. AP,
PSAT and SAT exams are useful for the college process and provide info for where the kids would potentially succeed.
Testing stresses out my child. we need to make it less intense and not so long.
Please back reduce high‐stakes testing and implement portfolio‐based assessments.
Make sure to talk to teachers
I am not please with the Smarter Balance Testing. I do not agree with the teaching methods for this testing.

Unfortunately, or perhaps fortunately, depending on how you look at it, my children have very high district test grades so these surveys are
pointless to me. My children were homeschooled for a number of years and I am extremely grateful for the public school education they are
receiving now however I do feel there is too much emphasis on teaching to test instead of teaching to learn district wide. Though in Cab
Calloway I do feel there is more of an emphasis to learn and learn in a way that is productive for each child.
Reduce the number of hours for testing‐ ex. Smarter/Dcas requires too many hours out of students school year and results come way too
late.
We need testing, but we need the right kind of testing and definitely the number of tests need to be reduced and the length of time they
spend on each test. Testing should be ONCE a year
Please don't take away all the "little" assessments that teachers really do use to make a difference in favor of the "big" assessments the
state and federal governments are using as punitive measures of evaluation of your work. This district is amazing, and the district and
building level admin in addition to the staff and all affiliated individuals are doing a great job. There's always room for improvement, but I'm
really happy with my schools and will continue to send my children to their neighborhood/feeder schools throughout their entire
educational experiences. Red Clay rocks!
The perception that increased test data, either from interim assessments or from mandated standardized tests, will encourage better
teaching and learning in our schools is not accurate. Teachers who teach to the test are abandoning meaningful classroom experiences in
favor of test‐specific information. This generates a student that expects to be told the answers, memorize the answers, then regurgitate the
answers and move on, and this is not meaningful and effective education. As a college professor, I have seen, firsthand, this change in
student over the past 10 years, and it is very real.
Develop a new assessment system which only uses cumulative end of the year assessment for items not already assessed during the year
Attention should be pay on how each student react to rest to enable know development plan for each child accordingly.
again go by schoolwork and grades. not inaccurate/ untrue standardized tests
There seem to be an enormous amount of "district tests" that are given throughout the year. As parents, we never hear anything more
about them after they are taken. We only hear that "we had testing today, AGAIN" from students. Then at the end of the school year, the
dreaded Smart balance testing occurs. We've also noticed that the district teaches to the test and not the curriculum. Last year, after 2nd
MP, suddenly teachers were teaching stuff, admittedly, that they knew was going to be on Smart balance. In math, for example, the class
skipped all over the book reviewing all the sections that were going to be tested, rather than finishing full chapters. It was crazy and created
stress. Why not have the entire State of Delaware, public and private schools, all take the same assessment tests? For example: ERB,
Terranova or whatever. DE public schools have switched tests 3 times in 7 years. No continuity is not useful.
It would be very interesting to hold off on testing for a few years to see if it makes a difference in the children's perception of themselves
and school, if it makes a big difference in teacher morale, and if the schools actually come crumbling down or not. Let's let elementary
school kids be kids for crying out loud.
Standardized tests should not be used to evaluate schools, either. Those stakes are too high for all involved.
If the district really wants to improve, it needs to lower class sizes and provide much more support for Special Education. Get out of the
testing business altogether. It's just a corporate profit scheme. It's a shame that our children are being used and abused in such a way.
Stop state testing in 11th and 12th grade. They've got enough on their plates with SAT/AP/IB testing that they don't need more.
Abolish the DCAS/SBAC/SMI/SRI.
Smarter testing should be done twice and the best results should be taken in consideration
I want my Kids to be taught to Think for themselves. I want them to learn how to think, not what to think.
Eliminate unnecessary testing not directly related to the wonderful teaching that is happening in the classroom. Get rid of SMARTER
BALANCED.
Our children are being tested too much. Teacher created assessments that are based on the standards being taught in class are much more
valuable to parents than standardized tests taken at the end of the year. Especially when results are not even available for months
afterward.
Stop doing them.
DO not let parents opt out
Do away with standardized testing as summed up nicely in this article quote: We don't learn much from standardized testing, and we have
lost a great deal by giving it so much prominence. The common core is at risk for failure, not because the standards are bad per se, but
because with standardized accountability, as in so many partial reforms, we again won't get a real picture of achievement, people will be
disappointed, and the standards and testing will run their course. Instead, why not just trust teachers and schools to report the progress of
their students with the measures they have, and use internal and external local pressures to improve the measures and practices? It will
avoid a plethora of social, emotional, and political costs. Any bureaucracy created can't be more of a drag on the government or economy
than the legion of consultants and think tanks today feeding off the trough of education. This proposal is more in line with what we know
about the success of sustainable local organizations and what we know about the inflated rise and inevitable fall of mass reform
movements.
Need a test with timely results/feedback. SmarterBalance did not accomplish this last school year. PSAT ‐‐ I don't see the benefit to having
freshman take the PSAT in October ‐‐ My son had about 5 weeks of high school when he had to take the PSAT. So we have basically 8th
graders taking what is supposed to be a prep for a college admissions test. If the goal was to make students feel inept or stupid; or fearful of
the SAT, then mission accomplished.

Get rid of it. Let the teachers teach the curriculum. Grade the kids on what they know, not how well they can take a test. Not all kids are
good at tests. A lot of our kids are smart as hell but get extremely nervous in a test scenario. My son included.
Your question #10 is poorly worded and hard to understand what you are asking. Example: Do I feel homework is useful as a test
measurement or are you asking if I feel homework helps with test assessment?
Work for the students not the politicians. Public education is moving away from student needs and focusing on what state government
deems needed but these are not educators making the rules.
Less testing please
If we have to have a test, bring back NWEA, that was a useful test. Teacher received scores immediately and teachers were informed on the
individual child's needs.
I am not fully opposed to standardized tests, but there are FAR too many and the results don't seem to anything except award more money.
It doesn't benefit my child at all. And takes away valuable learning time. Also to make an 11th grader take theSmarter balanced test on top
of the SATs, is awful. Far too much pressure on a 16/17 yr old for one school year.
Tests should be given shortly after each lesson. Maybe one end of the year testing for everything they have learned but it shouldn't count
against the students as a grade.
Stop wasting the students time. Giving a test just to say one was administered is just stupid.
Stop wasting our money on lengthy tests that don't provide feedback immediately. Any other kind of state assessment is wasteful of time
and money. Setting 8 year olds in front of a page of directions for Smarter is developmentally inappropriate.
the DCAST results take too long. They should be given at a different time of year or slightly earlier so the results can be reviewed earlier and
the last marking period the teachers have a chance to prepare for the last marking period and even prepare lesson plans for the earlier part
of the next school year.
Parent meetings to discuss tests, especially results. As I said, I have major concerns regarding last year's Smarter Balance results and have
not been offered any forum to discuss those concerns. Parent's whose children go to schools that performed horribly are supposed to be
placated with the idea that these scores are just benchmarks and "next year" the scores will mean more? I don't agree at all. I see those
scores as indicating that those schools are failing to educate our children, especially those schools that have a high percentage of low
income students and are located in the City of Wilmington. There is also the question of what is Red Clay going to do when it adds more
schools in the city. Fail to educate those children properly as well? Review your testing all you want. A review of getting the same level of
support to all children in the district is needed as well. If elementary schools in the suburbs have large campuses fully decked out in
technology why don't the school in the city who arguably need it more have the same equipment? The tests aren't the issue, test away. The
issue is who immediate and full response does the District take when it sees that parts of it's educational programming is not just ineffective
but failing?
Standardized testing should not be a focus. It should be a necessary tool that requires no more than about 2 days of scantron work to
determine a child's ability to do math, grammar and reading comprehension. Those are the building blocks. Those are easy to measure and
assess. There should be consistency with the test ‐ use the same one for a LONG time so that people do not have to keep learning a new
procedure. Remove the pressure from the teachers by keeping the tests simple. Focus more on actual unit quizzes and tests created by
book publishers and teachers. Test on classroom learning.
Doesn't matter, it's a different flavor every few years, depending who's in charge. Do I sound like a former teacher?
Let teachers take the lead in determining which tests help them to teach better. We should be focused on teaching and learning and tests
should be designed to support that. Let teachers and their administrators determine how to best meet higher level (state) standards but DO
NOT have the state or higher develop the tests.
I understand the need to measure student aptitude. However, the Smarter test is only offered at the end of the year and scores are not
provided until after the start of the next school year. How does that help my child or the teacher? Testing should remain internal. Funds
would be better spent on project based learning rather than testing.
You can take all the surveys you want, but as long as public education remains beholden to destructive forces such as common core & the
NEA, it will never improve. Public education should be controlled locally or at the very most, at the state level. Federal standards and
regulations have no business interfering in public education.
Personalize it versus computer and timing makes kids rush and not think through answers when they are younger
allow for test make ups.
Reduce amount of time our children spent taking state and district tests each school year!!!
Mandated standardized testing should be minimized to the greatest extent possible. Students shouldn't have to bear the majority of the
weight for evaluating the functionality of a school. Assessments (both formative and summative) should be driven by classroom instruction‐
‐not instruction driven by assessments.
I believe there should be standards students are expected to meet. Students who excel beyond those standards should be placed in high‐
level classes for all subjects where they can learn beyond the standards. Teachers should be given the independence to teach the standards
in a way that works best for them and their students, not as defined by a person or persons sitting in their offices in some other state. Not
all children are alike and should not be treated as such. Not all children will succeed and academics should not be dumbed down so that
even the lowest performing student passes. Repetition is the best method of learning. That is accomplished by teachers presenting topics,
assigning homework, and giving tests on those topics. Not by having an annual standardized test with questions on topics not discussed in
the classroom. Let teachers teach. Let parents/students take responsibility for their success/failure. One teacher for a marking period or
even a year cannot be the cause of students' failure in school. Even if a teacher isn't the best, it's still the responsibility of the student to
succeed. We need to get back to a reward system based on individual performance. Not the teachers, the class or the whole school's

performance. Specialty Charter or Magnet schools' enrollment should be based on performance not a lottery system so that kids who want
to learn are given the opportunity.
please understand my son has Asperger's and dysgraphia. How can he go a writing part of an exam or test with the dysgraphia? He will
NEVER be successful in situations like this.
If the pattern continues that scores and learning gaps identified through state standardized tests are not reported back to teachers and
families in a timely fashion (so they can be useful towards the individual student's adjustments in learning), then the state and district
should stop trying to fool folks into thinking these tests are for each child's benefit and, instead, openly communicate that the standardized
tests are primarily designed to serve school/teacher performance measurements and the "greater good" of the state education system.
And if that is the case, make it a day kids look forward to by providing them some form of rewards for contributing their time and talents
towards the welfare of Delaware's education system.
I wish there was more information to come home to the parents from the start of the year so that parents as well as teachers can be aware
of what is expected of their child on the tests and what the teachers are doing to prepare the children. Seems we hear nothing and then test
day comes and results. If there was more communication it would be more beneficial to all involved.
Testing is not only about passing, but about being prepared, knowing how to study, and being successful. I think those factors should also be
engrained in the children for future use.
Please review the testing strategies very carefully. These tests do not accurately reflect the performance of the teacher or the students, and
take away time that would be better used teaching course curriculum.
Some questions on this survey were hard to answer. The SAT and AP exams have a different purpose than the Smarter Balance and DCAS
exams but they are all lumped together. As far as teacher exams, my biggest problem is that with 70% of my student's grade come from
Summative Assessment (which is mostly exams), it is difficult when a teacher does not give many of these in a marking period. Then one
lower grade can really adversely affect their grade in the class. Also, when grades are not posted quickly on HAC it is difficult to know if my
student is struggling or needs help until it is too late. Lastly, there are a lot of standardized tests these students must take. I see the place
and purpose for them but it would be nice if there were not so many. Perhaps there is a way to consolidate them.
equal amounts of time should be devoted to all subjects so that students have every opportunity to do well on tests in every subject, not
just Reading and Math
Provide more info to parents. DCAS reports gave detailed explanations to parents SBAC only provides scores. RTI program is also poorly
communicated to parents.
The 3 r,s very simple. Look at what we used to have in education and look at what we have now! It is not rocket sxience..it is too much
politics and beaurocracy. I read where 100 high school grads. were asked to point out the State of Colorado on a map. 36 % did..68% could
not do it! nuff said?? This was 4th grade geography when I was in school!
Get rid of Smarter or fully support a parent's right to Opt Out.
As parents we think testing is very important in order to assess how our children are doing compared to others in the district, state,
nationally and not what a particular teacher says. We've seen significant teacher disparity and rigor from one grade to another. How are
we to measure and see that our children are ready for the next level? Also, testing is a skill that a child needs to learn throughout their
educational career as well as into adulthood. Practice makes perfect. Relevant, standards‐based testing is critical to assess student AND
teacher competency.
Elementary students should not be taking so many computerized, lengthy tests.
get rid of Smarter Balance. It doesn't help the teachers. There is too much testing!
We need to stop teaching to the test. Education should instill a passion for learning and teach students how to learn. We provide
information without context ‐ math with explaining application to real world, history without linking to current society and issues, etc.
Midterms and finals are necessary in high school to prepare for college, stop these at younger grades. 2 versions of standardized tests per
year are sufficient (like ACTs and SATs). By junior and senior year there is no need for standized tests as the college entrance (again
SAT/ACT) are providing schools feedback on teachers/schools. Ultimately, we need to have more individualized instructions from
standardized tests. We need counselors to sit down with students (and parents for younger grades) to provide specific suggestions for
improvement.
Again just that the amount of time spent on State testing and the turn around time for results is not useful to teachers, parents or students.
Exit tickets and formative assessments are more useful to adjust and drive instruction.
Stop measuring a child's academic growth based on a test that does not include ANYTHING they are studying!
Yes, why are interm reports sent out and if a child is failing a teacher not ask for a conference with the parents. I'm very unsatisfied with my
son's teacher for not informing me before now.
Students should not have to take the PSATs in 9th and then 10th grade. They should only take it once in 11th grade when it actually counts!
Let the teachers teac. Don't force a curriculum down their throats.
Skyline is doing a good job faculty, staff and administration are to be congratulated. It would however, be worth taking those kids who are
capable of doing a bit more to the next level.
In today's environment with obesity being a major issue, health and physical education should be measured. It should be measured in such a
way that it does not embarrass children who are already overweight or those who lack physical endurance and struggle doing basic
exercises, however it should teach those children, all children, the importance of a healthy lifestyle.

Seems as though an excess of various tests that change frequently don't necessarily accurately reflect progress or achievement because
some children don't test well or learn the information for the test and then it is forgotten. A longitudinal study of different cohorts of
children taught differently and tested differently in creative and in a tailored specific process may yield richer and more accurate
assessments of our children's educational achievement. Interim assessments can include periodic pulse checks that surface area of strength
and opportunities for instruction and learning. Social emotional learning and assessment is as equally important to the overall and healthy
academic achievement and development of our children.
Limit testing to what is actually being taught. My student is in honors algebra but on state testing ranks as barely meeting the standards. The
things he is tested on do not apply to what he has learned.
Stop wasting our time and tax money. You are not helping our children's future
Feedback to parents on students behavior and effort is woefully lacking.
Let the teachers teach the subject not preparing for a district/state test. If they are passing a class then they know. I mean you test for
knowledge on subject. Every child learns at a different pace. Getting into different schools is stressful enough.
I think that too much weight is being put on the state testing especially in the lower grades. I am sure that most teachers can tell you which
of their students will do well and which ones will not. One of my biggest issues is that with the delay in reporting of the state test scores
children that are having difficulty in a particular area are already behind. I do think that state tests are useful and i will not opt my children
out. My other suggestion is that until you address the issue with the poverty level the state test in particular should not be tied to teacher
evaluation. That is where a lot of backlash from parents is coming from.
stop testing so much.
keep all the communication open between all related parties (parents/students/District/School)
Please do not present the Smarter Balanced test as a wonderful assessment that gives useful information to parents. This is inaccurate and
gives parents a false impression.
Smarter Balance or DCAS testing for Social Studies and Science are useless to us because they cover information not yet introduced to our
children. Testing in the beginning of the year and comparison testing at the end of the year shows any progress or lack thereof.
I have a daughter in high school that does very well in school but when it comes to tests she gets so completely stressed out that she second
guesses herself and will always change a right answer to a wrong ans. After all these years of testing you would think she would get
accustomed to it but she has not. All these tests aren't really a good judge of what they learned. It is a waste of district $ and time. Instead
of all the testing, make classroom sizes smaller and with aids. I have another child in kindergarten with 24 students in the class. The teacher
spends more time trying to solve behavior and comprehension problems then to be able to teach effectively! I have a notion to pull the kids
out of elementary and home school. Too much government involved in the kids learning! You can't judge these teachers from a room full
of 25 random kids. Some kids want to learn and are cooperative and others just don't care. I want my child in a room full of kids that are
ready to learn.
Take it off computer or at least give option to do paper and pencil. test studenst at instructional level not chronological garde level. test in
Soring not winter and say it's spring. Use data to invite students to remedial summer school Use data to provide school with adequate
resources for higher performing studenst. If all means all, why are higher level kids not getting pushed and enriched? Offer test in student
native language. teacher are supposed to "differentiate" but the tests don't.
Less standardized testing, focus more on what's going on in the classroom.
Mailed results to the parents with easy to understand information on: purpose of test, who is requiring the test (school, district, state, etc.),
results of test, stratification of child vs other children in grade in state, recommendations on how to help child improve. Relying on the
teacher to provide this feedback is too much and may be left to fall by the wayside.
Parents should have the option to opt their student(s) out of any standardized test (DCAS, SBA, e.g.)
Let the teachers do their job, stop dictating. Give them the opportunity to teach the students actual subject and not teach to the test.
Shorter and fewer standardized tests. Use that money for field trips, hands‐on‐learning, and in‐class speakers. Find ways to help our children
stay excited about learning. Science projects, music programs, historical programs, one‐on‐one tutoring ‐‐ we know these programs work,
let's make them more available to our students. Tests are very stressful, and I've seen wonderful teachers retire early because of them.
Direct money to educational programs that have a proven track record instead of throwing it away on expensive tests.
STOP WITH ALL THE TESTING...IT'S NOT HELPING ANYONE!!!!
GET RID OF THE SMARTER BALANCE TESTING!
Too much testing takes time away from the students ability to learn. I never had this many assessments when I was going through school,
nor did many of my peers, and I think we are all doing perfectly fine in the "real world".
The tests should be related to what is taught and how it is taught. If the student is found to have a weakness, that area should be TAUGHT,
not tested again to prove its still a weakness!
Get rid of common core.
Testing is appropriate and valuable, but there is too much testing taking away from classroom time. Testing should focus on core topics like
reading and math and other core at benchmark grades. I don't like formative evaluation system. It puts too weight on one style of grading
or assignment that does not work for every student. There should be better accountability/ consequences
My 4th grader last year thought how she did on her state testing would determine which college she got in. Too much pressure on younger
children! Please let the teachers focus on teaching the lesson plan and not the test material.

Too much testing takes far too much time from classroom instruction. All the tests in the world will not help teach a student and only puts
more stress on them. Testing also does not give a complete picture of a teachers ability to teach. A student may struggle with the work
being taught in a classroom, but do well on tests. That same student may be receiving tutoring help from outside sources (friends, other
teachers, etc). So the test scores are not an indicator of how well a teacher taught the content. It's time to leave this new‐fangled math and
teach students to learn how to read, write (grammar), do real arithmetic, and how to actually study. "New" math is ridiculous. I was unable
to help my children with math homework when they were in elementary school. "New" math takes much longer than is necessary. Simply
memorizing does mean a student has learned. Students today do now know how to make change without a calculator or a computer telling
them how. They do not know how to balance checking accounts. I feel as though some of these new ways and tests are just simply ways for
some of these companies to make money. It's time to go back to some (not all) of the old ways in education.
Student success (or lack thereof) on interim and end of year tests is a direct reflection on the teacher's ability to communicate and employ
strategies that allow students to learn instead of just memorize. Too much emphasis is placed on just getting through the course work,
which requires students to teach themsleves much of the content. This leads to "memorizing" for the exam and the info is quickly
forgotten. Not enough time is placed on ensuring students actually understand the content being taught. Teachers should educate,
motivate, and inspire. Unfortunately, that isn't happening.
Learn about children progress constantly and how to help them improve to be the best that she can be
Would like to get an idea what are the samples of questions or information what my children are being tested. In addition, would need to
see the result as where do my children ranked. I believe that is one of the main point for testing.
The last tests that they took at the end of last year, we just got the results. My child still moved to the next grade and I don't think that
helped to determine what he needed. My child told me if they don't do well on the test their school does not get any $$.
Test with quizzes regularly in the classroom so the children/parents can get a grip on what they need. Higher level students should be
separated for classes and challenged as well as given higher level testing. This is only done with TAG ‐ unacceptable.
I think one test per year is sufficient, I also think the results should come out more timely than they have come in the past.
Lower the amount of homework required each night! I don't think any child should be doing hours and hours of homework each night.
preparing the student for the test. teach and educate the students on the subject manner of the test.
Eliminate DCAS, smarter balance, and all similar tests. They serve only as a gateway for money from the state and federal governments and
not as a help for students.
Offer math intervention k‐12.
Recognize that the current mandate for incorporating even more standardized testing further diminishes the amount of authentic
teaching/student learning time. Eliminate Smarter Balance.
Stop testing so much and relying so much on the testing results.
The changing of the "standardized test" every couple years makes it difficult to understand where my child stands. Consistency is extremely
important. Interim reports are only useful if child is struggling. There's better information on HAC. Would be better if there was a
communication system through HAC where you could receive an e‐mail notification if a child didn't turn in an assignment or if child fails an
assessment. This would be more useful to a parent as it would be timely communication. By the time interims are compiled and mailed,
marking period is just about over.
I think that the survey and maybe the larger conversation I want to include what parents understand about assessment and how it's
communicated. I just participated in the student led conference and it was great because everyone understood, including my son, what we
were talking about and we were trying to go. But not all assessments are communicated in terms of what the standard ought to look like
and what activities support the standards, and so on. Simply seeing a test score doesn't help parents. It's how the teacher communicates
about the meaning and value that assessment to a parent that increases or decreases its value to the family. As a sidenote, the survey
includes phrasing for questions that seems more appropriate for a teacher than a parent, i'm not sure a parent would know whether or not
a particular assessment is helpful for teaching. And there was no I don't know, or this is not applicable, for various situations. This may
create a problem for nonresponse.
Thank you to all the teachers, administrators, and volunteers who work with and on behalf of our children. I ask that as you consider the
testing program, please bear in mind that there is no "standard" human. Our assessments need room for diversity, including factors like
socioeconomic status that affect learning. We are diverse by nature because that trait enables us to survive as a species. Let's be humane.
Frequent testing reduces meaningful learning time from the best teachers in the state, and cuts short the time that our kids have to learn
how to be a community and work together. There are many ways to evaluate learning; standardized testing is only one of them. Can we give
the individual schools/teachers back the reins a bit here? They're the ones with their fingers on the pulse of our future citizens and know
what they need to learn and how they can best support that process. Each school has different needs and a different culture, and the
teachers in each school know how best to meet them. Can we please support the diversity of our individual schools and teachers better,
which will ultimately support our children? Thank you for listening.
Reduce testing if possible. Any testing should benefit the student, not the school or district. Testing should not be used to evaluate teachers.
PLease consider the purpose for the testing. Is it really for the students benefit? Or is it for financial gain, teacher critique, and other political
reasons that have nothing to do with my child or any other. Tests are not the only way to know if a child has progressed. It may be the
easiest, but it is NOT the best. Think about how these scores affect our teachers, schools, and more importantly the CHILDREN who are
taking them. DO the results really tell you how smart my 5 year old is? My nine year old? Does the test actually tell you how good a teacher
is? My guess is that if you look deeply into these issues and think about your own children that you tuck into bed each night, the answer to
these questions would be no. Perhaps it is time to put students first in education.

Please consider... Would you ask the same of adults as you do of children? "Do your best but we don't expect you will do well on new test".
Hours of testing. Poor climate control in rooms (too hot, too cold). Technical difficulties.
Please try to shorten the amount of time needed for student testing. Instead of having so many half days, consider using this time for
student testing.
Hold teachers accountable for the classroom teaching. Testing is an honest evaluation of the teacher.
Please reduce the number of standardized tests being offered per year.
No one loves testing, but I feel too big a deal is being made about the tests. I do know that my children grumble about them, but aren't
upset or distressed to take them.
Less testing!
get back to letting teachers teach content and not teach for testing so that our children can grown and learn.
Offer additional study/optional home assignments to allow children to enhance their command of a subject based on their study results. If
struggles with X‐area in math, here are resources (i.e. websites, worksheets that can be downloaded, after‐school group sessions, etc.)
Science and SS are getting forgotten with all the testing and class time on Reading and math. Can't those subjects all be given equal time
because Reading and math can be part of ALL subjects??
Eliminate Statewide standardized tests. If these cannot be eliminated, then administer only one test per year. Relative to questions 9 and
10 above, you need to provide separate questions for teacher generated tests and for statewide standardized tests. Teacher generated
tests are useful. Statewide standardized testing has been informative for us, but not useful. Further, we see no impact of statewide
standardized testing on classroom teaching.
Allow parents to opt out of statewide standardized testing. Our child does not test well, and it causes her great anxiety, so it is to no one's
advantage for her to take the test.
We think the state tests are essential to knowing how our kids are doing relative to their peers both here and nationally. Teacher developed
tests are helpful, but they are too teacher specific to be useful beyond that classroom.
I don't see how a lot of these tests are really used to support and adjust classroom learning for the individual students.
Testing from within the classroom can help students assess their understanding. Testing from outside the classroom is only really useful to
those outside agents. If it is done it should be done sparingly.
More direct information to parents about testing and it's methods and procedures
mass testing (anything outside of the classroom level serves no purpose and shouldn't be mandatory. Let the teachers teach the courses
they're qualified to teach ‐ too much classroom time is spent "teaching for tests"... Let the kids LEARN not just for tests, but for their future!!
This survey was really lame. I hope you didn't pay someone to creat it . It you did, you wasted my money .
Regular testing is good for teachers and parents to see how kids are doing and make sure they are on right track, but it is definitely very
stressful for students. I think giving students too many tests will not have a healthy impact on them. We canstantly put them in stressful
positions and it might have harmful consequences in their lives, especially when parents get involved after one test and push their kids to do
well on the next test.
Remove smarter balance. The test was way too long. Allow the teachers too determine the tests and quizzes necessary. Trust our teachers.
I think having some huge test (Smarter Balance & DCAS) determine how much my child knows is ridiculous. It also is impossible to determine
if my child's teacher is doing a fantastic job (i.e. many struggling students or at‐risk students may test low even though they have
phenomenal teachers). Mini tests along the way given by the teachers are the best way to know if students are grasping the necessary
information. School Principals visiting the classrooms on a frequent basis will highlight phenomenal teachers & will show the teachers that
should find a different profession.
Students should be tested on subject matter that has been covered throughout the year‐‐not new information that they have not learned.
Better parent communication!!! More relevant parent U workshops ‐ as long as Villanova guy is prof get WILL NOT come. He is soooo
unhelpful & has no idea want is going on inDE or district, gave lots of feedback last year that was ignored! The Admission Game is well
worth the $$ and extremely helpful to all families!
There should be more consistency across classes in terms of the amount of formative and summative assessments.
Tests relevant to what the children are learning at the time, no mid terms or year end tests, what does this prove? You've already tested
once on it, that's enough
Teachers are required to notify parents of testing before it happens. Results of testing should be given to parents even if via email.
Although it may seem unconventional, could there be some type of testing done for certain grade level entries? Being new to the district
and state, we were not aware of the Child Find screening done in preschool. I am not saying my child is either gifted or talented, but every
child peaks at learning at different ages. Possibly advance placement (AP) classes? There is a well established program here and proud to
have my child a part of it.
Stop the madness with the State testing. Either teach the children what the need to learn on a daily basis and test them on what they are
learning in class or teach to the State testing so the student will score higher for you. Trying to do both isn't working :/
Provide parents with a schedule of testing planned for the year at the beginning oF the school year.
I'd like to see how some assessments could be used for multiple purposes so each initiative doesn't have its own assessment.

Too much testing... too many interruptions to classroom instruction. State tests are unreliable, invalid, and does not accurately reflect the
teachers performance.
11th & 12th grade are important years for college so by then state testing is a waste of time. GPA is most important at that point
The district needs to take a hard look at how many hours the children are being tested. The paper that the distrcit sent home about the tests
in each of my child's grades is misleading. It is not an accurate reflection of the actual amount of time it takes for these assessments. These
children are not robots!
I don't feel the smarter balanced test is necessary with all of the testing students receive already. I suggest that we phase out this test.
I don't see how the smarter balance testing is helping to learn much about how my child is learning when the results are not back for almost
6 months after the test is taken. A lot changes in 6 months and/or could be changing if the parents and teachers are aware of potential
problems.
I believe testing should be done by the one who has seen the student's progress through the entire year. My student constantly complains
that the courses are aimed to pass tests, not prepare them for the future. I have seen the assignments and can only agree with that
statement. I believe that some testing is needed to assess progress in a student's learning, but tests should not be as frequent and
demanding as they are now. Tests should challenge a student, but should be reasonable within what they know and the circumstances they
are in. School, district, local, state, and federal officials need to listen to the people that are actually in the classrooms‐ the students and
teachers! Yes, students will never enjoy testing, but they raise legitimate concerns when they say they feel they spend more time being
tested on their knowledge than actually expanding their knowledge, and that assignments are aimed towards passing a test, rather than
understanding information for the future. Teachers also watch our kids develop throughout the year and their opinions are SO incredibly
important in our education system. Parents, like myself, can only repeat the concerns they hear from their student and their teachers. I pay
my taxes to the schools so they can teach my child, not force them into testing and only ever teaching them how to pass the test. I thank
you for allowing me the opportunity to take this survey, and hope you are allowing teachers and students alike the same opportunity.
Get rid of standardized testing and go back to the basics
I specifically eliminated DCAS and Smarter Balance from my response to Question 10. While I believe end of course/end of year tests
directed to specific subjects are useful for the purposes noted, I do not believe standardized tests tell us much at all about student or
teacher and should be abandoned.
The idea to test for English comprehension students who declared on their forms that they do not speak English at home is ridiculous, to
put it mildly. If you are so concerned about offering extra help in English and have the resources, offer help to everyone. Why to
discriminate? You discriminate native speakers who struggle with English as well as children who speak more than one language despite
they are fluent in more than one language. How do you make the assumption: if a child does not speak English at home this automatically
translates to child needs help in English? Did you do any research to compare English DCAS score of students who speak more than one
language to the results of children who speak only English? If not, please do so before you start to implement this idiotic idea.
Get rid of all the state/district testing. It impedes the actual learning process. Test them on what they are learning in the classroom for the
class they are taking.
I am an attorney and my job requires consistent creative thinking. Although the teachers in Red Clay do their best to inspire creativity in
their students, they are currently hamstrung by an inflexible, federally‐imposed curriculum that stifles instead of encouraging creativity.
This is all the more concerning since Cab Calloway is a magnet school for students dedicated to the arts. I support no further testing for
elementary, middle school and high school students, I hate the new "Smarter Balance" test (whatever that means, it sounds like something
used to describe a breakfast cereal), and would opt‐out of any further testing imposed on my sixth grader and current first grader (both
students in Red Clay). Enough! Let the teachers do their job, they are the experts!!
spring DCAS results I received at the end of Sept or begging of Oct. I think that is to late.
Reduce emphasis on testing!!
There seems to be a large inconsistency from teacher to teacher. Some give many quizzes and tests and others give very few. It would be
helpful if there was a standard expectation across the board.
More is not always better, especially when results are not timely. Less is best.
I would love to say that you would respect a parent's decision to Opt out! I also want to see less of all these assessments and allow the
children to enjoy learning!!
Question #9 I answered based on interim tests not classroom test and assignments because they are 2 completely different things and I do
not want my data to reflect that I support the Interim test given currently. I think the activities listed that teachers do on a regualar
basis.....teacher observations, homework, quizzes, and tests are very valuable.
Some suggestions for improvement I found that when I follow up with teachers I get no suggestions to help my child
I understand that much of the over‐testing culture is the result of state and federal regulations ‐ a reaction to international test scores. The
answer to whether we should ever have more testing is emphatically "NO." Any educator who believes that more testing is a solution to any
educational problem should really go back and review the of basics human development and read Stephen Gould's "The Mismeasure of
Man". Schools are in the business of teaching human children. What practical skills do standardized tests offer children? Not enough to
justify the time, the resources, and our sons' and daughters'childhood.
Benchmark successful districts across the country and use their best‐demonstrated practices. Don't institute something just to say you did
something.
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